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This thesis describes the design and development of two different ultra-wideband microwave 
circuits for snow-probing radars. First, a broadband, low-loss planar quadrature hybrid coupler for 
the 2-20 GHz range is presented. The coupler offers better performance than commercially 
available options in terms of phase/amplitude imbalance and form factor.  Next, a broadband, high-
power T/R module with fast switching and integrated LNA is demonstrated to enable high altitude 
and multi-channel modes of operations of the CReSIS airborne snow radar along with automated 
surface tracking ability. The modules include a custom medium-power switch with an overall order 
of magnitude performance increase compared to commercially available duplexers/SPDT switch 
solutions.   
Pulsed mode operations at peak power levels exceeding 100 Watts (conservatively) can be 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1    Background 
Snow cover over land ice and on the surrounding sea ice are important components of the 
cryosphere. Snow cover acts as an insulator for the ice underneath and protects it from excessive 
melt. Dry snow reflects a large portion of the incident sun rays back into space due to the albedo 
effect and hence helps regulate the climate. Snow fall adds to the ice mass on land ice and 
contributes to thickening of the ice sheets over time and compensates for the melting of ice sheets 
which is a major contributor to sea level rise. Also snow melt water accounts for a large proportion 
of accessible fresh water for human consumption and is a vital target to study and understand to 
better manage limited water resources. Several remote sensing techniques are employed for the 
periodic and systematic monitoring of snow including ground, airborne and space borne sensors. 
At the Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) at the University of Kansas, we have 
developed various renditions of ultra-wideband frequency modulated continuous wave (UWB-
FMCW) radars for snow studies [1, 2]. These systems, referred to as “Snow radars” have been 
deployed onboard multiple airborne platforms and used to quantify the snow cover thickness and 
seasonal snow accumulation in the Arctic and Antarctic. Other groups around the world have 
developed microwave systems for the same application, including for helicopter based snow pack 
measurements and georadar [3, 4].  An example of the snow cover echogram data product 





Figure 1.1: Image of the snow layering echogram from the snow radar over the Pine island glacier[1]. 
 
1.2 Motivation  
The current configurations of the CReSIS airborne snow radar operating over a 2-18 GHz 
bandwidth utilizes a dual antenna setup, in which one element is dedicated for transmit (Tx) and 
one for receive (Rx). The antennas are typically attached to the airframe and separated by a fixed 
distance set by the minimum isolation requirement in order to reduce short-range leakage (Figure 
1.2.1.a). Short-range leakage caused by the direct coupling between the antennas is a well-known 
limiting factor in the performance of FMCW systems[5] .Besides introducing physical separation, 
metal enclosures lined with microwave absorbing material are often used to minimize reflections 
in the setup and to further reduce coupling [5, 6]. Furthermore, radars operating in this 
configuration use long chirp pulses and the de-chirping of the received signal is done in hardware. 
For long-range operations, this can result in a beat frequency signal that falls outside the operating 




In contrast to the above configuration, if the Tx and Rx channels share the same antenna (Figure 
1.2.1.b) it would be possible to have the transmitter disabled during receive.   Such a configuration 
requires the use of a radar duplexer device or transmit/receive switch. The radar duplexer allows 
for short chirp pulses be used for transmit mode and the de-chirping of the receive signal can be 
accomplished by mixing it with delayed copy of the transmit signal. This allows the IF signal to 
be within the frequency range of the digitizer. Such an approach is particularly advantageous for 
high-altitude operations. This thesis thus addresses the need of a medium-power T/R switch for 
UWB microwave radar, capable of fast switching and low-loss. To reach the implementation of 
the switch, a set of custom UWB couplers were designed, fabricated and characterized. As will 
be discussed in the ensuing sections, the development of the switch not only addresses challenges 
related to antenna location, transmit power and high altitude operation but has the potential to 
enable added capabilities not possible in the dual antenna setup. Applications other than snow 
sensing can benefit from the developments presented here. 
 
 
Figure 1.2.1: Illustration of the typical transmit and receive antenna arrangement for the snow radar on an airborne 





1.3 Advantages of the single antenna configuration 
The airborne platform typically flies at a set altitude AGL (above ground level) while probing the 
snow cover with nadir-looking antennas. During the transmission of signals, the duplexer device 
should provide for a low loss path from the transmit port to antenna port while also providing good 
isolation between the transmitter and the receiver as to not cause damage to the sensitive receiver 
electronics such as the LNA (low noise amplifier). During reception of return signals from the 
target, the duplexer should provide for a low loss path from the antenna port to the receiver port, 
while also isolating the transmitter and the receiver to prevent possible damage to the receiver 
chain. Ideally the power amplifier at the transmission port should remain turned off in the receive 
mode. In the case of non-pulsed amplifiers, the isolation during transmit will ensure that no noise 
from the power amplifier is coupled to the receiver.   
A graphic illustration of the operation of the radar in single antenna configuration is shown in 
Figure 1.3.1, along with the basic radar-duplexer block and timing diagrams. The lowest 
operational altitude of the science flights sets the minimum switching speed of the duplexer device. 
A typical low altitude for the snow probing science flight is about 500 meters AGL. To account 
for the blind range and other considerations at this altitude the duplexer must be able to switch 
within 2μs for a 1μs short pulse. A control signal from the radar switches between the duplexer 
transmit and receive modes. The duplexer transmits when the control is high and receives when 
control is low. The control signals are typical digital logic voltage of 5 volts for high and 0 volts 
for low.  The turn on time ‘t1’is defined and measured as the time when the RF output power at 
the transmitter port is 90% from the duplexer control ‘ON’ signal. The turn off time ‘t2’is defined 
and measured as the time when the RF output power at the receiver port is 90% from the duplexer 




low wait time from when the control signal turns ‘ON’ and the turn ‘OFF’ time has to be low to 
minimize the blind range distance and to enable target detection from a closer range. These times 
are determined by the diode carrier lifetimes (τ) [7], and a safe assumption is that the switching 
can be done in τ /10 .  
 
Figure 1.3.1: (a): Illustration of the airborne snow radar with the duplexer switching time shown related to radar 
pulse propagation from antenna to snow target and back. (b): Simple single channel block diagram of the snow 
radar system with the duplexer. (c): Transmit and receive timing diagram of the duplexed snow radar system 
(adapted from [8]). 
Aside from eliminating the antenna isolation challenges and enabling the capability of a higher 
power to be transmitted, the switch may allow for multiple channels to be used in an array 
configuration. In Figure 1.3.1.1, each channel can have its own power amplifier thereby increasing 
the transmit power and improving SNR and detection of weaker targets (for example, deeper layers 






Figure 1.3.1.1: Block diagram of a configuration with multiple transmit-receive / duplexer modules to excite an 
antenna array. 
 
Multiple antenna elements could be used as an array with the common antenna element mode 
enabled by the duplexer, which enables array processing techniques.  The short pulsed mode which 
is enabled by the use of the radar duplexer, which can result in an increase of the PRF (pulse 
repetition frequency) and thereby SNR improvements as more coherent averaging can be done. 
Moreover, the radar duplexer can enable operations across a wider array of airborne platforms 
including UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles) also can be integrated on current platforms such as the 






Figure 1.3.4.1: (a): NASA P-3 Airborne science laboratory platform used typically for Greenland survey. (b): NASA 
DC-8 Airborne science laboratory platform used typically for Antarctic survey. (c): NASA Global hawk Airborne 
science platform for potential use of the snow radar for unmanned and long duration surveys. Picture credits: NASA 
Goddard. 
 
The co-locating of the Tx/Rx paths enables the RF section to be right at the antenna port which 
can significantly improve the noise figure, cut down coaxial cable lengths thus the insertion loss 
of the system, among other benefits. Also down-conversion of the received signal to IF band can 
be done right at the antenna feed point which enables lower frequency signals to be sent to the 
digitizer section thus eliminating the need for expensive high frequency coaxial cables to be used.  
1.4    Duplexer solutions  
 
There are several possible radar duplexer solutions available to date. Examples include circulators, 




understand the drawbacks and advantages of each implementation, we present a brief summary in 
the ensuing sections. 
1.4.1 Circulators as duplexers  
Earlier radar systems and some recent ones use microwave circulators as duplexer devices (Figure 
1.4.1.1). These devices do not have to switch and are instantaneous as the signals are discerned by 
the port it arrives from and thus eliminates the problem of blind ranges. While blind range may 
not be an issue, there are other severe disadvantages of using a circulator as the duplexer for our 
application. 
 
Figure 1.4.1.1: Microwave circulator as a radar duplexer device 
Pros: No switching is required for duplexing and hence does not have blind range issues. Cheap 
and generally simplistic to implement. No mechanical moving parts. 
Cons: Ultra-wide band circulators are not available. Poor isolation from transmitter to receiver, 
and hence the likely possibility of receiver blinding and damage. Poor return loss in wide band 
designs and can cause reflections at the antenna port and the transmitted energy to reflect back to 
the receiver port and degrades effective transmitter-receiver isolation. Bulky devices as it is mostly 
ferrite based. Not suitable for high powered applications. Insertion loss is significant in high 




1.4.2 Electro-mechanical SPDT switches as duplexers  
Electro-mechanical SPDT (Single pole double throw) switches gives superior performance in 
terms of isolation, return loss and bandwidth as the switch works literally by breaking and making 
connections using mechanical actuators. But unfortunately these devices cannot be used in our 
application as the very nature of mechanical switching process requires unacceptably high 
switching times of about 20-ms, which means the blind range is in the thousands of miles and 
unusable. 
Pros: Very low insertion loss up until 50 GHz range or more. Extremely good isolation is possible 
between the transmitter and receiver. Return loss is exceptionally good and the switch operates 
right from DC to 50 GHz or more. Cheap compared to other solutions. Suitable for medium/high 
power applications. 
Cons: Switching time is about 20-ms, rendering the switch useless for radar duplexer application. 
The switch is prone to electric arcing problems when an energized inductor path is abruptly broken. 
Mechanical actuator parts have a maximum of about 1 million switching cycles and wears out 
quick.  
1.4.3 PIN diode based SPDT switches as duplexers  
PIN (positive intrinsic negative) diodes are widely used as RF switch elements in series and shunt 
diode configurations[9] . These have fast switching times of a few nanoseconds and are fairly easy 
to design and implement. Two kinds of PIN diode SPDT switch architectures exist, the series PIN 
diode connected SPDT switch (Figure 1.4.3.a) and the shunt PIN diode connected SPDT switch 
(Figure 1.4.3.1.b). Even though these are solid state devices and fast switching, they cannot be 





Figure 1.4.3.1:(a) Series PIN diode connected SPDT switch. (b) Shunt PIN diode connected SPDT switch [9].  
 
Series PIN diode connected SPDT switch pros: Faster switching time compared to shunt PIN 
diode connected case. Wide bandwidth achievable. Solid state switch and the mean time between 
failures is small. 
Series PIN diode connected SPDT switch cons: Low isolation between transmit and receive 
ports as series diode essentially behaves as a lossy capacitor in reverse bias. Low power handling 
capacity and poor heat sinking ability. Large negative voltages are required for biasing. Resonant 
free RF chokes and wide band DC blocks are needed. 
 
Shunt PIN diode connected SPDT switch pros: Good isolation is achievable between the 
transmit and receive ports. Heat sinking is good as shunt diodes are heat sinked at one end. Solid 
state switch and the mean time between failures is small. Higher power handling than the series 
diode connected case. 
Shunt PIN diode connected SPDT switch cons: The transmission line between the connected 
shunt diode arms needs to be spaced at half a wavelength apart at the operating frequency to 




negative voltages are required for reverse biasing the shunt diodes. Resonant free RF chokes and 
wide band DC blocks are needed. 
 
1.4.4 COTS SPDT switches as duplexers  
As we have looked through potential duplexer solutions and found that none satisfy our application 
needs properly, we also look at one of the best performing SPDT switch found on the market. The 
best one out of an overall performance comparison is found to be the Triquint TGS2353-2 (Figure 
1.4.4.1)  which is a marketed as a 0.5 – 18 GHz high power SPDT Switch and is based on an 
MMIC (Monolithic Microwave Integrated circuit) GaN on SiC chip process [10]. Let us go 
through the pros and cons of this SPDT switch. 
Pros: Relatively fast switching switch with a speed of about 45 ns. Covers our wide bandwidth 
application. Small form factor.  
Cons: Large external negative voltage of -40 Volts is required to switch which causes the 
switching speed to be limited by the speed of the switching supply and hence is impractical. Only 
supports 10 Watts continuous incident power. 
 





1.5    T/R switch based on a balanced duplexer design as the duplexer solution. 
For this work we consider a radar duplexer solution based on a balanced configuration transmit 
receive switch design proposed by Cofrancesco et al [11] which was previously implemented by 
the CReSIS group for various radar depth sounders of VHF/UHF/HF frequency bands to image 
the Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets and to map the underlying topography [12]. This solution 
seemed the most suitable for our application, based on its power handling capability and relatively 
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possible if carefully 
implemented   
High power rating of 
100 Watts pulsed 
Table 1.5.1: Summary of the different duplexer technologies  
 
1.6    This thesis work   
 
As mentioned above, this thesis work deals with developing a solid state ultra-wideband T/R 
switch based on a balanced duplexer design that employs quadrature hybrid couplers as the 
splitting and combining components and actively biased wideband shunt PIN diodes as the switch 




dimension generation algorithms. The designed quadrature hybrid couplers are then fabricated and 
tested. Improvements are made in the fabricated couplers in the insertion loss characteristics by 
analyzing the cause of the loss and then using superior materials to compensate. Next, a T/R switch 
with an integrated LNA is designed and assembled to meet design requirements. Analysis of 
biasing requirements and power handling was done to find the best architecture and components 
to implement the balanced duplexer design. The duplexer was assembled and tested for switching, 
loss, isolation performance. 
 
1.7    Thesis outline 
 
This thesis document contains six chapters. Chapter 2 deals with the operation of the balanced 
duplexer and initial trade studies to demonstrate the feasibility of the design. Chapter 3 presents 
the design of the custom low-loss planar quadrature hybrid couplers while Chapter 4 is concerned 
with the physical implementation of the quadrature hybrid couplers.  Chapter 5 delves into the T/R 
switch component selection and assembling details along with low- and high-level simulations and 
measured performance of the switch.       
 
Chapter 2: Proof of concept and design requirements of the T/R 
switch/duplexer. 
This chapter describes the working principle of the balanced duplexer configuration based T/R 
switch and goes through the previous implementations of the switch to radar and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) applications. We did perform some mock up tests with commercial quadrature 




high frequency and wide bandwidth application. The design requirements for the TR switch is also 
given.   
 
2.1    Working principle of the balanced duplexer T/R switch 
 
The working principle of the T/R switch based on a balanced configuration is illustrated in Figure 
2.1.1. The circuit employs two identical hybrid couplers (denoted A and B) and a set of actively 
biased shunt PIN diodes as the switching elements (denoted D1-D3). In the transmit mode of 
operation, the quadrature hybrid coupler A splits the signal from the power amplifier into equal-
power paths with 0o and 90o phase, respectively. During this state, the diode D1 is reverse biased, 
providing a low impedance path from the power amplifier signal. Concurrently, the diodes D2 and 
D3 are forward biased, which provides a reflective impedance to the signals at the output of the 
hybrid coupler A.  These signals are reflected back to the coupler, and interfere constructively and 
destructively at the isolation and summation ports, respectively. The signal from the power 
amplifier is thus injected into the antenna. 
 
Figure 2.1.1: Simplified block diagram of the T/R switch based on the balanced duplexer configuration using shunt 





In the receive mode of operations the diode D1 is forward biased which provides a reflective 
impedance to incoming signals. Diodes D2 and D3 are reverse biased and provides a capacitive 
impedance to incoming signals. The signal from the antenna enters the isolation port of the 
quadrature hybrid coupler A and is split with 0o and 90o phase respectively which passes into the 
ports of the quadrature hybrid coupler B, where the signals interfere constructively at the isolation 
port and destructively at the summation port. A low-loss path between antenna and receiver is thus 
achieved. Any residual power caused due to phase and amplitude imbalance is dissipated into the 
termination resistor.  The shunt diode D1 provides a reflective impedance to isolate the transmitter 
and receiver ports effectively and turns the T/R switch into a reflective SPDT switch. The DC 
blocks are provided to isolate the receiver, transmit and antenna ports from applied bias voltages. 
The RF chokes provides a way for the DC bias currents while blocking the AC currents.  
 
2.2    Previous T/R switch implementations based on the balanced duplexer design 
 
The use of this configuration at lower frequencies is well documented. The earliest implementation 
of the balanced duplexer design was used for NMR (Nuclear magnetic resonance) imaging 
applications from 90-500 MHz with a power handling of 500 Watts [11]. This device had 1.3-dB 
insertion in receive mode and 7 dB insertion loss in transmit mode. An atmospheric radar 
implementation of the T/R switch by Agarwal et al [13] was capable of 120 kW peak power at 53 
MHz. Another switch implementation for NMR application is described by Vaughan et al [14] and 
is capable of 15 kW of peak power for 40-80 MHz and 160-180MHz band with a switching time 
of 10 μs .Lemette et al. [15] describe a T/R switch built for defense radar applications. The T/R 




radar applications at frequencies ranging from 14 MHz to 900 MHz and peak powers up to 1-kW 
are documented by Arnold et al. [8, 12, 16-18] 
2.3   Proof of concept demonstration with COTS quadrature hybrid couplers 
 
A commonality of all the implementations discussed in Section 2.2 is the operation at relatively 
low frequencies (maximum 1 GHz). To our knowledge this duplexer design has not been 
implemented for microwave frequencies or multi-GHz bandwidths. Such configuration would be 
more challenging to implement than its lower frequency counterparts, because of sensitivity to 
phase and amplitude mismatches in the couplers. To verify that this concept could work at 
microwave frequencies we put together a simple mock-up structure using COTS quadrature hybrid 
couplers (Marki-QH-0226) of 2-26 GHz operating frequency (Figure 2.3.1.a). Two cases were 
analyzed: in the first case a single coupler was used with its outputs terminated in short circuit to 
simulate the transmit state (Figure 2.3.1.b); in the second case two couplers were placed back to 
back (Figure 2.3.1.c) to simulate the receive state of the switch. This mock-up structure does not 
show the switching aspect, insertion loss and isolation by using the shunt diodes and other biasing 
components. Nevertheless, it gives an initial estimate of the expected insertion loss in the transmit 
and receive modes by the using the quadrature hybrid couplers alone and allowed us to asses if the 
dispersion in the circuit was acceptable. Circuit simulations were performed for the 2-18 GHz 
range using ADS (Advanced design system) by using s-parameters from the manufacturer. The 
test fixture was characterized in terms of its scattering parameters, obtained with a VNA (Vector 
network analyzer). Figure 2.3.2 shows the simulated and measured results for the two cases under 
study. Both ADS simulations and measurements agree with one another. The response for the 
transmit mode show a maximum insertion loss approaching 2.5 dB (0.5 dB at 2 GHz). The 




These losses are comparable to those of COTS switches with much lower power handling capacity 
(e.g. the Qorvo TGS2353-2.). To ensure that the dispersion within the circuit would be acceptable, 
we also performed a delay line test with the CReSIS snow radar to quantify potential degradation 
of the main lobe in the impulse response when using the T/R switch. For this test, a delay line of 
1.7 µs was placed between the transmitter and receiver to simulate a specular target at a range of 
255 m. The radar was set to operate across the 2-18 GHz range with and without the switch mock-
up in the signal path. Figure 2.3.3 shows a comparison of the system’s impulse responses for four 
different test cases. Case-1 is the delay line response without the mock up switch setup inserted. 
Case-2 is the delay line response with the Tx mode mock up setup. Case-3 is the delay line response 
with the Rx mode setup. Case-4 is a combination of the Tx mode and Rx mode mock up setup in 
a bank to bank connection to determine the worst case scenario effect. From Figure 2.3.3 it can be 
seen that the switch would not have significant effect in the response, aside from the insertion 
losses, which are inherent to the incorporation of a T/R switch. This simulation and measurements 
validate that this approach for the radar duplexer is viable.  
While the connectorized coupler would perform satisfactorily within the switch, it is not ideal for 
a compact module. A custom quadrature hybrid coupler with lower insertion loss and suitable for 
a compact module. Such approach would allow us to compensate for the insertion loss and the 







Figure 2.3.1: (a): The Marki QH-0226 ultra-wide band quadrature hybrid coupler used for the mock setup. (b): The 
shorted outputs set up to simulate the transmit mode operation. (c): The back to back connected set up to simulate 




Figure 2.3.2: (a): ADS simulated vs measured insertion loss s-parameters from transmit to antenna port in transmit 








Figure 2.3.3:  Measured delay line response with Tx mode / Rx mode /Combined Tx/Rx mode showing no significant 




2.4   Design requirements 
 
Table 2.4.1 presents a summary of design requirements for the T/R switch. 
 
Operational bandwidth    2-18 GHz 
Peak pulsed power > 25 Watts (desired)  (10 Watts minimum) 
Insertion loss during transmit < 2 dB  
Isolation during transmit > 50 dB 
Insertion loss during receive < 2 dB 
Isolation  during receive > 50 dB  
Switching time between transmit and receive < 2.3 μs  
Biasing voltage supplies +5 Volt and -24 Volt standard power supplies 
 
 






The minimum bandwidth to be covered was determined by the operating range of the CReSIS 
UWB snow radar: 2-18 GHz [1, 2, 19].The T/R switch must be able to handle at least 10 Watts in 
continuous wave (CW) operations. This will allow operation from 60,000 feet using a single 
channel configuration and achieving better than 15 dB of signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) [19]. The 
insertion loss in the transmit and receive path has to be ideally less than 2 dB as the COTS solutions 
available in the market have an insertion loss from 1 to 3.5-dB in the 2-18 GHz bandwidth[10, 20]. 
The insertion loss considering the fact that the receiver and transmitter are often connected to the 
antennas by means of long cable runs, the eventual integration of a transmit/receive module right 
at the antenna feed-point would result in further performance improvement. For example, a typical 
cable run from the radar to antenna in the NASA P3 aircraft is 20 feet and assuming and the cables 
have a loss of about 0.3-dB per feet (at 18 GHz), this corresponds to a total cable loss of 12-dB 
including transmit and receiver feed lines.   
Another relevant parameter for the switch is the isolation. High isolation is required to protect the 
receiver from damage and even saturation. 50-dB is the minimum target for isolation as this would 
ensure that the integrated  LNA at the receiver does not saturate [21] and keep from reaching the 
P1db compression of the receiver.  As for the switching time, the circuit has to be able to toggle 
between transmit and receive states in less than 2.3 μs. to keep a blind range of less than 500 meters 
Lastly, the bias voltages supplies are standard COTS supplies of +5 Volt and -24 Volts to facilitate 








Chapter 3: Quadrature hybrid coupler design 
One of the critical microwave components in the balanced duplexer based T/R switch design is 
the quadrature hybrid coupler whose phase quadrature, amplitude imbalance, insertion loss, 
isolation and other properties are to be well designed over the wide operating bandwidth to ensure 
good performance of the T/R switch. The motivation to design this coupler in house is to 
implement a customized and integrated switch solution, which is better matched to the operating 
bandwidth, insertion and return losses and other requirements than commercially available 
solutions. This approach also facilitates for a PCB board solution, which can be easily modified 
for future miniaturization and integration. This chapter goes through an in-depth analysis on the 
selection, design and fabrication of the required quadrature hybrid couplers. This chapter goes 
through the various ways to achieve an amplitude split and phase quadrature, then goes through 
the basics of the quadrature hybrid coupler, dielectric material selection among others. Algorithm 
for generating the coupling profile for the required quadrature hybrid coupler is described along 
with the algorithms used for generation of the coupling profile dimensions along with basic 
equations for the described algorithms. A custom algorithm was developed in Matlab for the 
quadrature coupler design based on least squares fitting type optimization, also an algorithm to 
generate the quadrature hybrid’s dimensions based on magnetostatic and electrostatic potential 
analysis was implemented.  
 
3.1    Ways to implement analog power split with phase quadrature   
In this section we discuss some of the ways to achieve an equal power split with phase quadrature 
between the output arms, the pros and cons of each realization and why we choose the quadrature 




3.1.1 Power splitter with a delay  
This method is primitive and straight- forward as it involves sending a signal through a power 
divider and passing one of the outputs through a delay line to achieve a phasing of 90o with respect 
to the other. This is essentially a time shifter which creates a phase shift. 
Pros: Easily achievable. Can be tuned. 
Cons: Limited to a single frequency. Delay has to be adjusted each time for the required frequency 
of operation. 
3.1.2 Branchline coupler  
This method can be easily implemented on a microstrip planar circuit (illustrated in Figure 3.1.1). 
It has a ring structure, return and insertion loss can be excellent over a narrowband of operation. 
Pros: Easily achievable on a microstrip planar circuit. Excellent return and insertion loss. 





Figure 3.1.1: Branchline coupler 
3.1.3 Schiffman phase shifter  
This method requires a pre-existing power split and can be used on differential signals and provides 
for a broadband phase shift. Differential signals are split, one is sent through a delay line and the 
other through the Schiffman phase shifter to achieve phase quadrature.   
Pros: Broad banding can be achieved. 
Cons: The signals have to be pre-split. 
 
3.1.4 Polyphase filter quadrature splitter  
The polyphase filter quadrature splitter (illustrated in Figure 3.1.2) is easily implemented on 
CMOS chips for cellular applications, where the LO (Local Oscillator) signals are phase shifted to 
achieve quadrature phasing. Wider bandwidths can be achieved by cascading section, at the 
expense of poor return and insertion loss.  
Pros: CMOS compatible. Inexpensive solution for large-volume production. 





Figure 3.1.2: Polyphase quadrature splitter 
3.1.5 Lange coupler  
The Lange coupler (illustrated in Figure 3.1.3) is an excellent MMIC (Monolithic Microwave 
Integrated circuit) compatible solution. The coupling strength can be made substantial and the 
signal jumpers are typically gold bond wires. Wider bandwidth is obtained by increasing the 
number of fingers at the expense of a degraded phase balance.  
Pros: MMIC compatible. Wide bandwidth. 
Cons: Requires wire bonding. Low power rating. 
 





3.1.6 3-dB Quadrature hybrid coupler  
The 3-dB quadrature hybrid coupler (illustrated in Figure 3.1.4) consists of closely coupled quarter 
wave TEM (Transverse Electro Magnetic) line sections to achieve equal-power coupling and 
quadrature phase. This is the best approach to all of the aforementioned approaches, providing for 
superior bandwidth and phase quadrature. The bandwidth can be increased by increasing the 
number of quarter wave sections. At microwave frequencies, these couplers are typically 
implemented in a triplate stripline configuration.   
Pros: Multi-octave operating bandwidth. Excellent phase and amplitude balance. Can handle much 
higher power over a wide bandwidth.  
Cons: Superior low loss dielectric materials required. Challenging mechanical integration. 
Difficult to design and characterize.  
 
Figure 3.1.4: Quadrature hybrid coupler 
 
 
3.2    A brief history of quadrature hybrid couplers 
 
Quadrature hybrid couplers belong to a class of passive microwave devices which include, power 




hybrid couplers get their name from the property of the device to have phase quadrature between 
the through and coupled ports across the specified bandwidth as well as the equal power split 
between them. The precursor to the quadrature hybrids is the directional coupler, whose invention 
is credited to H. A. Affel of A.T.T. Even though the name directional coupler was used much later, 
the principle of operation remains very much the same as the primitive setup of Affel. He used a 
quarter wave parallel wire conductor, with one side terminated on a resistor and the other 
connected to a detector placed in close proximity to a two wire transmission line, the coupling of 
signals was measured at the detector [23]. 
The earliest mathematical theory on directional couplers was published by H.J Riblet in the 1940s. 
It showed that sections of holes, probes, transmission lines and other conductors of quarter-wave 
length sections (λo/4 with λo being the operating wavelength) placed between parallel waveguides, 
can couple at the selected frequency fo. The coupling strength is furthermore increased by using ‘n’ 
identical sections of the same length in series, with offsets from the center. The resulting coupled 
powers at the coupled line and through line is proportional to cos2(nK) and sin2(nK) where K is an 
integer. There are two additional subclasses to the directional coupler, which are the symmetrical 
and asymmetrical. The symmetrical directional coupler (illustrated in Figure 3.2.2) uses (2n+1) 
quarter-wave sections to achieve similar bandwidth of an n section asymmetrical directional 
coupler (illustrated in Figure 3.2.1), which increases the conductor losses but enables a useful 
property of phase quadrature between the through and coupled ports. This property was not tested 
experimentally then but was evident with the scattering parameter matrix of the symmetrical 
directional coupler. The coupler achieves isolation property as the backward travelling coupled 




while destructively interfering at the isolation port as it is 180o phase shifted with respect to each 
other [24].    
 
 
Figure 3.2.1: Asymetrical directional coupler  
 
 
Figure 3.2.2 Symmetrical directional coupler 
 
Henceforth we are going to deal with proximity coupled quarter wave TEM line based directional 
couplers/quadrature hybrid couplers, as that would be our preferred direction of design and 
development. Some fundamental properties of parallel coupled TEM lines need to be mentioned 
before we delve into further discussion. A way to mathematically analyze these coupled lines can 




analysis and the corresponding even mode (Zoe) and odd mode impedances (Zoo). The wave 
induced in the coupled line propagates antiparallel to the direction of the wave in the through line. 
Perfect directivity and unity VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) is achieved if Zoe .Zoo = Zo2 is 
maintained throughout the length of the line, where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the 
termination transmission line which is typically chosen to be 50 Ohms. Another important property 
of the directional coupler is the voltage coupling constant k which is equal to the reflection 
coefficient of the even mode or negative of the odd mode at each point along the direction of 
propagation of the coupler if the line is terminated in Zo. The coupler design can be completely 
defined in terms of k and the ratio Zoe / Zo. 
 
Figure 3.2.3: Even mode analysis. 
 
Figure 3.2.4: Odd mode analysis. 
The earliest practical implementation of a symmetrical directional coupler was a three section 
coupler (illustrated in Figure 3.2.2), by E. F. Barnett et al. in the 1950s, who demonstrated a 




improvements to facilitate for easier 3-dB coupling by using a tandem connection was advanced 
by G. D. Monteath. The tandem crossover method (illustrated in Figure 3.2.6) required an offset 
parallel stripline arrangement than the earlier edge coupled stripline versions demonstrated. Early 
versions of the tandem stripline quadrature couplers used thick copper stripline suspended in air, 
supported by dielectric tabs, these structures had poor performances mechanically speaking as the 
dielectric tabs had to be small to have minimal mismatch from the air dielectric. Electrically too 
this structure suffered from low performance due to thick copper strips being used for mechanical 
stability reasons which created undesired fringing fields at the strip edges. Advancements in 
material technology enabled for superior low loss dielectric materials with low dielectric constant 
Dk/Er, which could be used instead of the air dielectric providing good mechanical stability and 
enabling the use of thin copper strips. These materials offer negligible performance deterioration 
with respect to air as the dielectric material.  
The properties of the symmetrical directional coupler such as the ‘n’ sectional quarter wave 
coupling and phase quadrature property is exploited to create the 3-dB quadrature hybrid coupler. 
The idea to use multi-sectional coupled TEM lines in a crossover fashion with offsets varying from 
closely coupled at the center to the farthest apart with essentially no coupling at the ends of the 
coupler was conceived by J. Paul Shelton, Jr in the mid 1960’s. One of the biggest impediments 
to achieve a broad bandwidth with 3-dB coupling was the extremely tight center coupling required. 
This is a physical implementation problem as it requires unpractically extreme coupling of the 
center strips and needing extremely thin dielectrics and copper thickness and etching tolerances. 
This problem can be alleviated by using two −8.343 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 symmetric directional couplers in a 
tandem crossover fashion (illustrated in Figure 3.2.7), which produces a 3-dB quadrature hybrid 




−8.343 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 couplers in tandem we can achieve a −3.01 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 quadrature hybrid coupler. Also 
another implied characteristic of this double symmetric device arrangement is that its symmetry is 
maintained irrespective of port numbering. Assuming any of the ports as the reference input port, 
the port adjacent to it becomes the isolated port, the port directly opposite to it becomes the through 
signal port, and the port diagonally opposite to it becomes the coupled port.     
−3.01 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 20 ∗ log �𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 �𝜋𝜋
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Figure 3.2.5: N-sectional TEM coupler 
 












3.3    Figures of merit for quadrature hybrid couplers 
In this section we define some of the important figures of merit of a directional coupler/quadrature 
hybrid in order to characterize the device’s performance [25]. 
3.3.1 Operating bandwidth  
This indicated the frequency range over which the device operates, providing for 3-dB coupling 
and phase quadrature.  
3.3.2 Splitting ratio  
Splitting ratio is defined as the ratio of input to output power, in the quadrature hybrid coupler case 
it is a half power split between the through and coupled ports of 2:1splitting ratio.  
3.3.3 Coupling ratio  
Coupling ratio is defined as the ratio of input to output power, in the quadrature hybrid coupler 




3.3.4 Relative phase shift  
This refers to the phase difference between the through and coupled ports. For an ideal quadrature 
hybrid this is a 90o phase lead of the coupled port signal over the through port signal. 
3.3.5 Amplitude unbalance  
Amplitude unbalance is a measure of how well the power is split between the through and coupled 
ports over the bandwidth, well designed quadrature hybrids will have a very low value of typically 
less than 0.5-dB for narrow band and less than 1 dB for wideband. 
3.3.6 Amplitude ripple 
A perfect quadrature hybrid would have a flat response in band, and amplitude ripple is a measure 
of how much a practical coupler deviates from the ideal case, generally speaking bandwidth can 
be traded to achieve lower ripple. 
3.3.7 Phase unbalance/imbalance 
Phase unbalance is a measure of how well relative phase shift is achieved between the through and 
coupled ports over the operational bandwidth. Ideally a phase shift of 90o is desired over the 
operational bandwidth.  Here too bandwidth can be traded for a lower phase unbalance. 
3.3.8 Phase ripple 
Analogous to amplitude ripple, this property is a measure of the ripple in the phase quadrature 
between the coupled and through ports over the entire operational bandwidth and how much it 
deviates from the ideal case, here too lower phase ripple can be traded for lower bandwidth. 
3.3.9 Insertion loss 
This is a measure of the loss in power from input to the output ports, ideally a 3 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 coupler has a 
−3.01 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 loss in each of the arms provided the ports are terminated on the characteristic 




radiation loss and conductor loss adds onto into this to make it worse, also higher operating 
frequencies mean that these losses are more severe, careful design and material selection is 
required to mitigate these effects.  
3.3.10 Return loss 
This is a measure of loss resulting from reflections caused by mismatches in impedances along the 
direction of propagation. These losses can be reduced by perfectly terminating the ports to its 
characteristic impedance of typically 50 Ohms and also by careful design to reduce impedance 
mismatches along the coupler.  
3.3.11 Coupler isolation 
The quadrature hybrid is a four port device and coupler isolation is a measure of how well the 
signal from the input port is isolated from the arm of the adjacent isolation port. A perfect 
quadrature hybrid coupler would allow no signal to reach the isolation port and generally speaking 
higher bandwidth degrades the isolation and careful optimization is required to obtain good 
performance over the entire operational bandwidth.  
3.4    Discrete vs tapered TEM directional couplers 
One of the issues encountered with an ‘n’ sectional discrete TEM line coupler (illustrated in Figure 
3.4.1)   is the evident impedance discontinuities along the direction of propagation due to the abrupt 
changes in the coupling strength and dimensions between the coupling sections. While these may 
not be detrimental at low frequencies, at higher operational frequency these contribute to increased 
return losses, distortion and degradation of isolation and directivity. These effects are can be 
compensated for adequately if the condition 𝑏𝑏 ∗ √𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
λ
< 0.1 is maintained, where 𝑏𝑏 is the spacing 
between the stripline conductors and 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸/𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 is the dielectric constant of the stripline material and 




of 2-20 GHz+. Another problem in the discrete TEM line coupler approach is the parasitic 
capacitance and inductance induced at the discontinuities [26], which leads to excitation and 
propagation of unwanted modes, this is mainly caused by the discontinuities due to the conductor 
trace offsets becoming comparable to the size of the conductor widths as seen in the figure below.  
 
 
Figure 3.4.1: Discrete N section 3-dB Quadrature hybrid coupler 
 
 
One of the approaches suggested to circumvent this problem was to simply taper off at the 
discontinuities [27] [28], but this approach resulted in a drop of coupling strength at the tapers, 
which results in issues like lowering of operational bandwidth and phase imbalance. Another 
approach was to divide the discrete coupling sections into smaller sections to approximate a 
desired taper smoothing effect [29] [30] and have an equal-ripple response across the band, this 
improved performance but really didn’t capture the physics behind the coupler response and hence 
was not the best solution available. A better approach is to use an optimization technique suggested 




a continuously tapered coupler of equal-ripple response and coupling errors within a desired 
tolerance. This method provides for good performance at the expense of significantly higher design 
complexity, time and computational resources required. Further sections deal with the design of 
this tapered quadrature hybrid coupler required for our T/R switch application.    
 
3.5   Dielectric material and laminate thickness selection for the quardrature hybrid. 
Dielectric material selection plays a prominent part in the design of the quadrature hybrid coupler, 
the material selected needs to have properties as close to that of vacuum to have the best achievable 
coupling and low insertion loss, while still having the required mechanical stability to enable the 
use of thin conductors and other properties which helps out in the fabrication and operational stage. 
Two of the materials suitable for our application was the RT/Duroid 5880 laminate from Rogers 
corporation and the TLY 5 from Taconic, both of which had a low Dk of 2.2 and dielectric loss 
tangent of 0.0009. The RT/Duroid 5880 was a better material in terms of dielectric uniformity as 
it has a random chopped fiberglass PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) composition and the Taconic 
TLY 5 is a PTFE material with reinforced fiber glass for mechanical stability, we chose the latter 
as it has a better coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) in all axes than the RT/Duroid 5880. CTE 
is detrimental when the duplexer operates for extended periods of time and under high power 
which cause copper trace heating resulting in trace registration misalignment and consequently 
degrades the coupler performance. The chosen material also has a better breakdown voltage rating 
which helps out in peak pulsed power handling capability. The properties of the Taconic TLY-5 





Table 3.5.1: Taconic TLY-5 dielectric laminate properties [32] 
The next consideration after fixing on the dielectric material was to choose the thickness of the 
laminates to be used. For the strongest coupling a low value of ‘s’ (illustrated in Figure 3.5.2) 
which is the thickness of the center dielectric sheets has to be chosen. The thinnest dielectric 
laminate sheet available with the selected dielectric was 3.5 mils thick. The next thickness in 
consideration was that of the outer dielectric layers which has a thickness of (𝑏𝑏 − 𝑠𝑠)/2 where b is 
the top and bottom ground plane spacing. The ground plane spacing is limited at the lower end by 
the coupling strength required and parallel plate radiation effects and at the upper end by the 




conductor width sets limit on maximum usable frequency in GHz. We chose 30 mils outer 
dielectric layer thickness form the available selection from Taconic, this corresponds to a b= 63.5 




√𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∗ (2𝑊𝑊 + 𝜋𝜋𝑏𝑏2 )




Figure 3.5.2: Broadside offseted stripline crosss section view 
 
 
3.6   Algorithm for generation of coupling profile for continuously tapered    quadrature 
hybrid couplers       
                            
Let us now briefly discuss the design algorithm for generation of the coupling profile required for 
the quadrature hybrids. The procedure used to synthesize the couplers is based on a computer aided 
design method suggested by David W. Kammler which involves non-linear optimization 
techniques based on a generalized Remez type optimization and curve fitting type techniques[33]. 




is a matrix based scientific computing language well suited for our optimization procedure. A brief 
explanation of the optimization procedure is given along with basic flowcharts of the implemented 
code used to obtain the coupling response. The complete code is given in the appendix, which can 
be modified to be used to generate tapered coupling profiles for any given mean coupling strength, 
coupler length and for a given operating bandwidth and within an acceptable error tolerance limit. 
The basic idea behind the optimization algorithm is to convert a given coupling strength profile 
along the length of the coupler to a corresponding power coupling response in the frequency 
domain, and to tune and tweak the coupling profile till a target output response is achieved in the 
frequency domain, which is the domain we are interested in. This problem can be thought of 
analogously as an input excitation function convolved through an unknown black box function 
which results in an output response function, since the desired output response function is known 
and determined by our design requirements the goal is to find the optimum input function which 
causes this desired response. Let us now go briefly through the building ideas and mathematical 
concepts of this algorithm. 
3.6.1 Spectrum analysis block 
The most commonly used block in the algorithm is the spectrum analysis block, which provides 
for a way to convert a given continuously tapered coupling strength profile to a corresponding 
power coupling response in the frequency domain. A continuously tapered coupling strength 
profile can be approximated by a large number of infinitesimally small elemental sections 





Figure 3.6.1.1: Elemental TEM coupling sections approximation 
 
Each element can be thought of as a uniformly coupled TEM line pair (illustrated in Figure 
3.6.1.2). with its of incidence wave coefficient of a1 and a4 and reflected wave coefficient of b2 
and b3.  
 
Figure 3.6.1.2: Elemental TEM coupling sections for analysis 
These wave coefficients of the elemental section are related by the matrix equation 
� 𝑏𝑏2𝐹𝐹1� = ∆𝑇𝑇
(𝐷𝐷,∆𝐿𝐿) � 𝐹𝐹4𝑏𝑏3� 
in which the elemental transfer matrix ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷,∆𝐿𝐿) is given by  
∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷,∆𝐿𝐿) = �1/  𝐶𝐶′
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Where 𝐶𝐶 is the coupled transfer function (equation 3.6.1.1)  and 𝐶𝐶′ is the through transfer 
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       − (3.6.1.2)      
 
 
Also  𝛽𝛽 is the propagation constant in the dielectric medium given by 
 
𝛽𝛽 = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋/𝑣𝑣 
 
 
Where 𝜋𝜋 is the operating frequency and 𝑣𝑣 is the velocity of propagation in the dielectric medium 
given by . 
 
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑐𝑐/√𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 
 
Since we formulated a way to find the response of an elemental TEM line section we can now 
cascade the elemental sections which are assumed to have no cross coupling in series to any desired 






Figure 3.6.1.3: Cascading of elemental sections to form the complete coupler 
 
The resulting transfer function is a product of the individual elemental transfer functions (equation 
3.6.1.3). The continuously tapered coupler case can be achieved by applying a limiting condition 
as 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 → ∞ where 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠  is the number of elemental sections. Practically about 100 to 500 elemental 
sections can be used as a reasonable limiting case for most tapered couplers. 
𝑇𝑇 = ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷1,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷2,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷3,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ … … … . .∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠,∆𝐿𝐿)  − (3.6.1.3) 
 
Since the coupler is symmetric about the center having (2𝑠𝑠 − 1) elemental sections, we can 
transform the Transfer matrix equations into a convenient form for ease of computations (3.6.1.4)   
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 − 1,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ … .∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷2,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷1,∆𝐿𝐿)
∗ …∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷2,∆𝐿𝐿) … … .∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 − 1,∆𝐿𝐿) ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇(𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠,∆𝐿𝐿)    − (3.6.1.4)    
The equations can be expressed in an inductive form equivalent (equation 3.6.1.5) , which 
decomposes the transfer matrix 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 to a problem in terms of its electrical length  𝜃𝜃. The 
coefficients ρs, σs,πS are real valued trigonometric polynomials that depends on the coupling 
coefficients 𝐷𝐷1,𝐷𝐷2,𝐷𝐷3, 𝐷𝐷4, … … … . .𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠  of each section. 
𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = �
ρs cos θ − jσs sinθ jπS sinθ
−jπS sinθ ρs cos θ + jσs sin θ





The initial values of the coefficient are 
ρ1 = 1 ,   σ1 =
1
�(1−𝑘𝑘12)




Using the recursive relationships of equation (3.6.1.6), the polynomials of the next stages 
s=2,3,..Ns where Ns is the number of sections in each of the symmetrical side of the coupler and 
the coupler has (2*Ns-1) sections in total.    
ρs = ρs−1 − (2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2θ) 〈ρs−1 + �
1
�(1 − 𝐷𝐷12)
 �  σs−1 −  �
ks
�(1 − 𝐷𝐷12)
 �πs−1 〉     
σs = σs−1  + �
1
�(1−𝑘𝑘12)
 � (ρs + ρs−1)          − (3.6.1.6) 
πs = πs−1  + �
ks
�(1−𝑘𝑘12)
 � (ρs + ρs−1) 
This recursive calculation is done until we obtain the final coefficients of  ρNs  , πNs , σNs and the 
procedure is repeated for all frequencies of interest.   From the 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 matrix we have by comparison  
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶′




= ρNs cosθ + jπNs sinθ 
 
Also for a loss less coupler assuming the law of conservation of energy is not violated we have 
 
|𝐶𝐶′|2  + |𝐶𝐶|2 = 1  
 
Now from comparisons of the above mentioned equations we have the coupling power response 









The coupling power frequency response in dB as a function of frequency 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸(𝜋𝜋) = 10𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙10|𝐶𝐶(𝜋𝜋)|2 
 
Now we have a way to analyze the power coupling frequency response at desired frequencies 
(illustrated in Figure 3.6.1.4) for a given coupling strength function along the direction of 
propagation. 
 
Figure 3.6.1.4: Coupling profile to coupled power frequency response 
 
3.6.2 Parametrization of the coupling profile- Spline parametrization 
Before we go into further discussion on the optimization procedure, we need a way to parameterize 
the coupling profile to reduce the number of independent variables of optimization. Letting all the 
elemental sections to be independent optimization variables would create a computationally 
unpractical and inefficient problem as there are typically more than 500 elemental sections in our 
problem and the analysis is over a wide bandwidth which creates large 3 dimensional matrices for 




letting all the variables free for a wide band width optimization was found to require more than a 
week for each iteration which was obviously absurd and unpractical.  
There are a number of ways to parameterize and fit the coupling profile curve so as to have a 
smooth monotonic shape and to cause a desirable output response. The best way is to use a smooth 
fitting high order natural spline curve which is shown to give lower amplitude ripple response. The 
symmetrical profile is divided into equally spaced intervals (illustrated in Figure 3.6.2.1) with the 
first interval being the central point of the tightest coupling to the end points being of zero coupling 
for a finite length coupler. Since the coupler is symmetric about the central position the parameters 
are also mirrored, hence also arises the added benefit of needing to optimize only one half of the 
coupling profile. The coupling profile is then a spline curve fit between the parameters with the 
coupling strength itself acting as the parameters. Too few parameters don’t afford enough degrees 
of freedom and too many parameters create numerical errors rendering the optimization technique 
useless. About ten to twenty parameters are found sufficient enough to accurately characterize and 
parameterize a given coupling profile.  
 





Another important consideration while applying symmetrical parameterization is to prevent abrupt 
discontinuity at the tightest coupling point, as this corresponds to an abrupt change in line 
dimensions and impedances at the crossover points in the physical coupler. This can be achieved 
by setting the differential change constraint at this point to zero. Also another consideration is to 
fix the tightest coupling strength possible as this is bound by the dielectric material properties and 
the spacing between the broadside stripline conductors. This parameter is fixed[34] and cannot be 
an optimization variable and is set fixed to 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, where 𝐾𝐾𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is set based on the characteristic 
impedance and the maximum possible center section coupling with the chosen dielectric laminate 
thickness. 
3.6.3 Optimization of the coupling profile 
Now since we have a way to analyze the coupler frequency response from any given arbitrary 
tapered symmetrical coupling profile and a way of parametrizing the profile for computational 
efficiency let us now look briefly into the optimization procedure, further equations and detailed 
explanation are mentioned in the paper by D.W. Kammler[31]. The working idea of the optimizer 
is to use least squares curve fitting to find the optimum coupling profile for the target coupled 
frequency response. The frequency coupling spectrum is calculated for equal intervals for a 
sufficiently large number of frequency points to get a continuous response, about 500-1000 
frequency points was found to be good enough in our case to approximate for a good enough 
response curve. Now the desired mean coupling response of the symmetrical directional coupler 
is fixed as this would be our target to achieve.  
Once the frequency spectrum is calculated for the corresponding coupling profile the extremums 
in the spectrums are taken (illustrated in Figure 3.6.3.1) and an estimate of the error is calculated. 




optimization problem now turns into the form of a Chebyshev type optimal compression problem 
where the optimal parameters are obtained when the minimal value of the error curve is reached. 
𝑀𝑀𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝜇𝜇𝑀𝑀𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓min<𝑓𝑓<𝑓𝑓max �𝐶𝐶�𝜋𝜋,𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝜇𝜇𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂𝑠𝑠 � − 𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙� = 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝜇𝜇𝑠𝑠𝐺𝐺𝑃𝑃  




Figure 3.6.3.1: Coupling error response curve 
 
After estimation of the extremums from the error curve the average extremal deviation (equation 
3.6.3.1)   is calculated ,where  𝑃𝑃� = (𝑃𝑃1, 𝑃𝑃2, 𝑃𝑃3…..𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛).   is the vector set of complete parameters and 
𝜇𝜇 is the number of extremums in the frequency band of operation.   






  − (3.6.3.1) 
 
Approximate sensitivity Jacobian matrix ‘D’ is calculated to determine the sensitivity of the 
frequency response to each of the optimization parameters, where the elements of the matrix 
D𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖  (equation 3.6.3.2)   is obtained by a differential variation in each of the parameter and finding 






 𝜀𝜀� 𝜋𝜋𝑂𝑂 ,𝑃𝑃1,  𝑃𝑃2, …𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖−1, 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 + 𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 ,𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖+1, … … …𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛,  � −  𝜀𝜀� 𝜋𝜋𝑂𝑂  ,𝑃𝑃1,  𝑃𝑃2, …𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛,  �
𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖
 − (3.6.3.2)  
 
Once the gradient matrix is obtained we define the error vector ∆𝜀𝜀  (equation 3.6.3.4)  . 
∆𝜀𝜀 ≡  𝜀𝜀( 𝜋𝜋𝑂𝑂 ,𝑃𝑃� + 𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃�  ) −  𝜀𝜀( 𝜋𝜋𝑂𝑂 ,𝑃𝑃� )      − (3.6.3.4) 
∆𝜀𝜀 =  ∑ D𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝛿𝛿𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖   − (3.6.3.5)   
 
Now we can formulate our inverse matrix problem to find the change in parameters vector  ∆𝑃𝑃�  
(equation 3.6.3.5)  .required to achieve the desired target response. The goal is to estimate from 
the sensitivity gradient matrix the required change in parameter needed to achieve a given error 
vector ∆𝜀𝜀 .We got to compress and level the average error to get to the mean desirable target value. 
Halving the error with each iteration is an acceptable solution, as reduction of error by a big margin 
in a single iteration can cause numerical instability and noise. Let us define the future error vector 




σi𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂����������( 𝜋𝜋𝑂𝑂 ,𝑃𝑃� )   − (3.6.3.6)) 
Due to the nonlinear nature of the optimizations three cases can occur, the underdetermined case 
where the extremums are less than the parameters, the over determined case where the extremums 
are more than the parameters and the exactly determined case where the extremum’s are equal to 
the parameters. Using a Penrose pseudo matrix inversion, we can estimate our desired change in 
parameters. The underdetermined case can be solved (equation 3.6.3.7) using the half error 
approach, and the overdetermined case can be solved using the modified least squares pseudo-




instability it can be reduced to an under determined or exactly determined problem by deleting 
some of the extremums. The exactly determined problem can be solved using a square nonsingular 
matrix of 𝜇𝜇 × 𝜇𝜇 dimensions with direct matrix inversion.  These methods can reduce the error 
curve to determine the optimum parameters till numerical errors and residual matrix noise effects 
start to dominate and render the optimization technique useless. 
∆𝑃𝑃� =  D𝑇𝑇(DD𝑇𝑇)−1∆𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓���������     − (3.6.3.7)    
∆𝑃𝑃� =  (DD𝑇𝑇)−1D𝑇𝑇 ∆𝜀𝜀𝑓𝑓𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓���������    − (3.6.3.8)    
 
Once the change matrix is obtained the current parameters vectors are updated to a better solution. 
(equation 3.6.3.9). This iteration is continued till the desired response is obtained.  
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜������������� =  𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑂𝑂���������� + ∆𝑃𝑃 �   − (3.6.3.9) 
The initial parameters to start the optimization is derived from a parameterization method known 
as the standard parameterization which is based on monotonic energy integrals and captures the 
physics behind the working of the symmetrical directional coupler, the formulation of these 
parameterizations for optimization are mentioned in D.W. Kammler’s paper, and are not discussed 
here as only the basic ideas and concepts of the optimization procedure is mentioned. 
 
3.7   Basic flow charts and working of the optimizer code.  
The coupling profile generation and optimization methods mentioned in the previous section was 
implemented in Matlab for generating optimized symmetrical directional coupler which is used in 




body, the flow charts of the of the three sub optimizer blocks, the initial parameter generation 
block and a demonstration of the optimization process. The Matlab code is attached in the appendix 
section. 
The initial parameter generation code (illustrated in Figure 3.7.1) takes the input variables such as 
operating frequency band of the coupler, number of elemental sections, number of optimization 
iterations among other starting parameters. Then a weighting function is calculated based on the 
standard parametric form. The weighted function is to compensate for the limited length of the 
coupler. A set of monotonic integral functions is generated which gives the initial estimate of the 
starting coupling profile needed for the spline parameterized optimization.  
The main body of the optimizer code (illustrated in Figure 3.7.2)   takes in parameters such as 
maximum coupling, dimensions of the dielectric laminate, dielectric constant among other 
properties and generates the initial parameters from the initial parameters generator code. Coupling 
error curve of the coupling profile is estimated and the extremum points are picked out and the 
error deviation calculated. Now the optimizer sends the coupling profile to three different 
optimization blocks based on the error matrix size and number of extremums. The blocks are the 
under determined optimizer, exactly determined optimizer and the over determined optimizer. 
These sub blocks optimize the profile giving a refined coupling profile output back to the main 
function. Once the optimization process is completed the optimizer exits with the optimized 
coupling profile as the output.  
The under determined optimizer (illustrated in Figure 3.7.3) gets called from the main optimizer 
function and calculates the sensitivity and error matrix using a pseudo Penrose matrix inverse and 




error reduction target is halved to reduce numerical instabilities and the process is retried. This 
process quits either when maximum iterations limit is reached or when the optimization is 
successful. The output of this function call is a refined coupling profile. 
The exactly determined optimizer (illustrated in Figure 3.7.4) gets called from the main optimizer 
function and calculates the sensitivity and error matrix using a linear matrix inverse process and 
halves the coupling error with each function call. In case the coupling error is not halved the target 
error reduction target is halved to reduce numerical instabilities and the process is retried. This 
process quits either when maximum iterations limit is reached or when the optimization is 
successful. The output of this function call is a more refined coupling profile. 
The overly determined optimizer (illustrated in Figure 3.7.5) gets called from the main optimizer 
function and calculates the sensitivity and error matrix using a pseudo Penrose inverse matrix 
inverse process and halves the coupling error with each function call. In case the coupling error is 
not halved the target error reduction target is halved to reduce numerical instabilities and the 
process is retried. In some cases, the matrix is completely unstable and unusable caused by the 
over determined matrix inversion. When this stage is encountered some of the extremums are 
deleted to make the inverse matrix process into an exactly determined optimization and the process 
is passed onto the exactly determined optimizer block.   This process quits either when maximum 
iterations limit set is reached or when the optimization is successful. The output of this function 











































(Omega,  d_avg , m , error_curve_previous , 
Constraints  ,Halving_iteration_limit )
CALCULATE_ERROR_CHANGE

































(Omega,  d_avg , m , error_curve_previous , 
Constraints  ,Halving_iteration_limit )
DETERMINE_ERROR_CHANGE

































3.7.6 Optimizer working demonstration 
In this subsection, we show the working demonstration of the optimizer code for a 5 iteration run 
of a sample 13 quarterwave length -8.343-dB symmetrical coupler having a total of 26 quarter-
wave sections. The optimization is performed for the 2-20 GHz operational bandwidth. The figures 
show (illustrated in Figure 3.7.6.1) how the coupling arm power response tends to approach the 
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Figure 3.7.6.1: Coupling error and  coupling profile for different iterations to demonstrate the spline optimization 
procedure. The coupling error changed from 3-dB in the 0th iteration to under 1-dB in the 5th iteration. 
 
The initial extremal error in the coupling power response is about 3-dB as seen from the figures 
(illustrated in Figure 3.7.6.1), and after 5 iterations the error has been reduced to about 1-dB, the 
error reductions in the beginning is drastic and iterations are faster and slows down during the later 
iterations as the error matrix starts to get dominated by residual noise and numerical instability 
effects which gives erroneous results. Once the inverse matrix can no longer be estimated 
accurately the optimization process ends and the corresponding coupling profile is the best possible 
minimal error coupling response for that problem setup. Different numbers of parameters have to 




3.8   Coupling strength to dimensions using equations and its limitations 
Once the parameterized coupling strength profile has been optimized the next step is to convert 
the profile to its corresponding broadside stripline dimensions in terms of corresponding trace 
widths and conductor offsets. 
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One of the limitations with the methods in current literature is exact formulas to cover the cases of 
general broadside offset coupled stripline from coupling coefficient to dimensions. There exists 
Shwartz-Christoffel transformations and other closed elliptical integral methods [35] [36] which 
either is a quasi-empirical approach or assumes zero conductor thickness and completely 
disregards conductor strip side fringing capacitance from the traces, although these approaches are 
acceptable for low coupling values at the edges of the coupler, at the center sections these 
formulations could give erroneous estimates of more than 10%. Thickness correction and 
compensation empirical formulas exists [37] but only for broadside coupled stripline conductors 
and not for the general offset lines as required in our case. Other approaches include finding the 
charge on the conductors and determining the capacitance and corresponding even and odd mode 
impedances, but these have no upper and lower bounds hence are not variational expressions and 
are prone to bounding errors. What we need now is a way to accurately determine odd and even 
mode impedance for broadside coupled offset stripline with conductor strips of finite thickness to 
physically realize the coupler.  
 
3.9   Analysis of coupled TEM line conductors using a two dimensional finite 
difference/finite elements electro-magnetic solver. 
R.R Gupta [38] has suggested a way to accurately determine the odd and even mode impedance 
of coupled TEM conductors by using finite differences [39] method  to solve for a two dimensional 
Laplace equation of the form (∇2∅𝑓𝑓/𝑠𝑠 = 0) where ∅𝑓𝑓 ,∅𝑠𝑠 are the scalar electric and magnetic 
potentials in the dielectric region which can be applied to analyze any arbitrary coupled TEM lines 
of finite conductor thickness and offsets with sufficiently good estimation accuracy [40, 41]. In 
this section we go through briefly the approach of using finite elements/finite difference methods 




underlying mathematical concepts remain similar we have used finite elements over finite 
differences as Matlab is better suited for finite element meshing that we require. Each elemental 
section of the optimized coupler is projected onto a two dimensional space and analyzed. We make 
some reasonable assumptions in order to design this two dimensional electromagnetic solver. 
• The signal and ground plane conductors are perfect conductors and no electric fields can 
exist inside the conductors which forces boundary conditions at the conductor dielectric 
interface. 
• No cross coupling exists between the elemental conductor sections, i.e. the field lines 
stay within the plane of the two conductor element pair. This effect is generally 
negligible and won’t distort our results noticeably. 
• The dielectric material is perfect, isotropic, homogeneous and lossless and assumes the 
Laplace condition (∇2∅𝑓𝑓/𝑠𝑠 = 0)  is true always at all points in the medium. 
 
A pair of coupled TEM lines can be analyzed in terms of its odd and even modes where the odd 
mode occurs when the direction of currents is opposite in the coupled TEM mode conductors and 
the even mode occurs when the currents are along the same direction, all other combinations in 
between are a weighted and linear combination of these modes.  The impedances of these modes 
are related to the corresponding static capacitance and inductances (equation 3.9.1 and 3.9.2)    
where 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓    and  𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 are unit length static capacitance of odd and even modes and where 𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓    and  
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  − (3.9.2) 
 
 
The mode impedances can also be written it terms of characteristic impedances 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜  (equation 
3.9.3)   and coupling coefficient between the conductors 𝐷𝐷 (equation 3.9.4). 
𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜 = �𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓    𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   − (3.9.3) 
 
𝐷𝐷 =
𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓  − 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   
𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓  + 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜   
   − (3.9.4) 
 
Since we require the unit length even and odd mode capacitances and inductances to estimate the 
corresponding impedances, a variational formula involving integral over a closed region (equation 
3.9.5)    is used to get these estimates. Where  𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓   and 𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠 are the unit length electrostatic and  
magnetostatic energies. 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the cross section differential area, 𝑉𝑉  and 𝐼𝐼 are the voltages and 







�(∇∅𝑓𝑓 .∇∅𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  − (3.9.5) 
 






�(∇∅𝑠𝑠.∇∅𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑                                        
The approximate scalar electrostatic ∅𝑓𝑓 and magnetostatic fields ∅𝑠𝑠 are calculated by solving 
for (∇2∅𝑓𝑓/𝑠𝑠 = 0) in the dielectric region numerically by finite elements methods and by applying 
boundary conditions at the conductors and the ground plates.  The magnetostatic fields (equation 
3.9.7)     gives an under estimated energy as compared to the true solution and the electrostatic 
scalar field (equation 3.9.6) gives an over estimated energy which leads to the variational upper 




of the desired impedances (equation 3.9.8). The error on these estimates can be reduced by having 
a fine finite element meshing at the strong electric field regions. 







    − (3.9.6) 
 







  − (3.9.7) 
 
 𝑍𝑍𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑂𝑂𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑂𝑂𝑓𝑓�����������  =
𝑍𝑍𝑈𝑈 + 𝑍𝑍𝐿𝐿
2
   − (3.9.8) 
 
 
3.10   Finite elements meshing and solving  
In this section we go through a basic demonstration of how finite elements method is used to create 
a 2D planar EM solver. The meshing we chose was triangular as they seemed to produce lesser 
numerical singularities and error when the partial differential equations are solved as compared to 
square or other polygonal meshing methods. The meshing can be sparse at the low field strength 
area far from the TEM conductors and ground plane and has to be concentrated at the areas of 
strong electric fields between the conductors and the sides of the conductor traces to account for 
fringing field capacitance. We, however, used uniform fine meshing (illustrated in Figure 3.10.1) 
throughout the area as the availability of computing resources was not an issue. No meshing is 
needed inside the conductors as we assume perfect boundary conditions at the dielectric-conductor 
interfaces. A magnetic wall boundary condition is placed sufficiently apart at the sides to limit the 
area of calculation and also to have a closed region to solve the equations. The magnetic wall is 
set at about 2-3 trace widths apart in either direction from the center of the coupler where it is 
assumed the electric fields die out exponentially from the TEM conductors and by the magnetic 




The mesh is refined until its residual noise is negligible. The Laplacian partial differential 
equations are solved in the mesh. This is done under the assumption that there is no variation in 
potentials within each mesh element and only varies between the elements. Examples for solved 
even mode electrostatic potential distribution (illustrated in Figure 3.10.2) and odd mode 
electrostatic potential distributions (illustrated in Figure 3.10.3) along with an example of overlay 
of mesh with the electrostatic scalar potential solution of even mode (illustrated in Figure 3.10.4) 
is shown. 
 
Figure 3.10.1: Illustration of the finite elements meshing done for a pair of coupled TEM conductors for the even 


















Figure 3.10.4: Computed even mode electric scalar potential distribution overlaid with finite elements mesh 
between an elemental section coupled TEM conductor pair. 
 
3.11   2-D to pseudo 2.5-D EM solver/tuner to convert coupling profile to dimensions 
Now as we have found a way to accurately analyze the even and odd mode impedances for a given 
set of elemental section TEM coupled conductors of specified thickness, offset and width, we 
develop an algorithm which essentially is a pseudo 2.5-D solver/tuner to tune the dimensions of 
the required physical coupler until it matches the optimized coupling profile within an acceptable 
tolerance limit. 
The tuning begins with the first elemental section and an initially estimated offset and trace width 
is analyzed and if the coupling constant or the impedance is not within the required tolerance 
bound, another set of tweaked dimensions are analyzed, this continues until the dimensions 




Then the next elemental TEM section is taken and analyzed, here the dimensions do not change 
drastically from the previous section due to the tapered nature of the sections and hence the 
convergence to desired dimensions is much faster. This process continues till all the elemental 
section dimensions are tuned.  A set of vectors of trace widths and offsets is then obtained which 
can be used to formulate the physical coupler. The basic flow chart of the algorithm is given 











Chapter 4: Physical realization of the optimized quadrature hybrid coupler  
Once the symmetrical directional coupler has been designed and optimized, the next step was to 
physically realize the quadrature hybrid coupler. In this chapter we describe the three-dimensional 
(3-D) electromagnetic model validation of our design as well as additional compensational 
structures to improve phase, return loss and isolation properties of the quadrature hybrid coupler.  
We also discuss the issues related to mechanical integration, material imperfections, fabrication 
tolerances and other non-ideal effects in the real world and how to best compensate for and/or 
mitigate some of them to meet the design specifications. 
4.1   Full-wave EM simulations and verification of the developed symmetric directional 
coupler and the formulated quadrature hybrid 
 
We used the techniques and algorithms explained in the previous chapter (Section 3.6) to generate 
a 10 quarterwave sectional −8.343 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 symmetrical directional coupler after a 7 iteration 
optimization process of the symmetrical coupler with the total number of sections in each 
symmetrical coupler being twenty. Ten sections were chosen as they found to be an acceptable 
compromise between the design bandwidth, insertion loss, coupler length and other design 
considerations which was validated using the high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) 3-D 
electromagnetic simulator, which can account for dielectric and copper foil material losses and 
non-idealities not included in the design and optimization phase. The length of each of the 
symmetric coupler is 38 mm from end to end. The resulting optimized symmetric coupler is 
connected in a tandem fashion to formulate a 3-dB quadrature hybrid (Figure 4.1.1) and with the 
spacing in between them tuned to be such that it is not too close to induce cross coupling between 
the symmetric coupler outer arms and degrade the response as well as not too far apart as to add 




simulated for verification in HFSS software terminated at 50 Ohm wave ports. The simulated 
response of the coupling arm (Figure 4.1.2) shows that both the amplitude for both arms are within 
0.9-dB from -3-dB all the way to 20 GHz. The number of distinct passband ripples is seen to be 
about 7 and the phase quadrature imbalance (Figure 4.1.3) between the coupled and through ports 
is within 1o from the desired 90o, which is an acceptable tolerance. Also, the return loss (Figure 
4.1.4) of all the ports is better than 20 dB in simulations, and the isolation between the input ports 
and its adjacent ports (Figure 4.1.5) for all the ports is found to be better than 20 dB, which are 
satisfy design requirements. 
 
 






Figure 4.1.2: HFSS simulation of the coupled and through port amplitude response 
 






Figure 4.1.4: HFSS simulation of the return losses at the wave ports of the quadrature hybrids 
 





4.2   Phase quadrature, return loss and isolation improvements by appending 
compensating structures 
 
When using the standard parametric form for optimization which is a parameterization based on 
monotonic energy integral functions which does sufficiently capture the physics behind the 
working of the coupler, an observation is made which suggests that the optimizer finds a better 
amplitude and phase response when there exist discontinuities spaced quarterwave lengths apart, 
this becomes evident as the iterations proceed, starting with the smooth response of an un-
optimized coupler and ending up with stronger discontinuities as the optimization runs go. To 
demonstrate this observation an example of a 5 section symmetrical coupler optimization using 
the standard parametric profile is run (Figure 4.2.1). As seen in the figures the un-optimized 
coupling profile (Figure 4.2.1.a) has a smooth monotonic character, and as the iteration runs 
progress the discontinuities at quarter wave length spacing’s begin to appear even though not 
completely as seen in the first iteration. By the fifth iteration (Figure 4.2.1.d) the discontinuities 
are well pronounced and clearly seen protruding out.   
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Figure 4.2.1: Discontinuities of the coupling profile during standard parameterization optimization; (a) 
Unoptimized standard parameterization of the coupling profile showing a smooth monotonic response; (b) 
Optimized standard parameterization of coupling profile for 1 iteration;  (c) Optimized standard parameterization 
of coupling profile for 2 iteration; (d) Optimized standard parameterization of coupling profile for 5 iteration 
showing distinct quarterwave discontinuities 
 
We used the above suggested idea that quarter wavelength spaced coupling profile discontinuities 
seems to improve the coupling arm response in the optimizer and appended stub like compensation 
structures on the outside of the spline optimized coupler arms (Figure 4.2.2) which were spaced 
quarterwave lengths apart and then tuned the lengths and widths of the structures to improve the 
phase quadrature response, which seems to agree in the simulations. Care has to be taken so that 
the protruding structures do not act like resonant short or open stubs at the frequencies of operation, 
these stubs were tuned and sized based on these considerations. The phase improved to within 0.5o 
of deviation from phase quadrature in the simulations (Figure 4.2.4), and the return loss (Figure 
4.2.5) and isolation (Figure 4.2.6) improved by about 2-dB as compared to the uncompensated 
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quadrature coupler case. The improvement in isolation is a direct consequence of a better phase 
quadrature response of the device, ideal phase quadrature property by default ensures that the input 
signals are well discriminated and directed and don’t reach the isolated ports. There was however 
a slight negative impact in the simulated amplitude response (Figure 4.2.3) which degraded the 
amplitude response of the output arms to about 1-dB from 0.9-dB in the uncompensated case and 
the number of evident ripples in the passband remained the same. The reason we appended the 
compensating structures to the outsides of the coupler rather than between the coupled conductor 
trace arms is to not inadvertently induce any unwanted propagating modes and fringing field 
effects in the strong electromagnetic field area. These phase improvement effects seen in the 
simulations could be explained on the fact that while a tapered coupler reduces the return loss, cuts 
down unwanted modes of propagation and smoothens out the ripples in the passband, quarterwave 
discontinuities acts like strong resonators/antenna elements which helps in better coupling between 
the TEM conductor elements. So this compensated coupler is technically a hybrid between a 
tapered and a discreet coupler taking most of the advantages of the tapered coupler as well as 
adding in the strong quarter-wave antenna effect from the discrete coupler approach.  We decided 
to add in the compensation structure in our build to improve phase quadrature, return loss and 
isolation even though amplitude response takes a slight hit as the phase balance, return loss and 
isolation of the coupler was a more critical property to our application. If amplitude response is 
more preferred than the phase quadrature property, then the compensation structures need not be 
added. By this we have completed the design and verification of the required quadrature hybrid 
coupler. The non-idealities of cross coupling between the elemental TEM sections resulting from 







4.2.2: HFSS model of optimized 3-dB quadrature hybrid coupler with phase compensating structures and center screw 
hole for mounting  
 
 
Figure 4.2.3: HFSS simulation of the coupling amplitude response of the through and coupled ports for the phase 






Figure 4.2.4: HFSS simulation of the phase quadrature between the coupled and through wave ports for the phase 
compensated quadrature hybrid coupler 
 






Figure 4.2.6: HFSS simulation of the isolation between the input wave ports and corresponding isolation wave ports 
for the phase compensated quadrature hybid coupler. 
 
4.3    Fabrication and mechanical integration of the quadrature hybrid coupler. 
 
The Gerber design files was sent out to a microwave PCB fabrication house with a pattern etching 
tolerance of ±1 mil and a  positional registration accuracy of ±3 mils on the 3.5 mil center 
dielectric layer.  The copper conductor trace was etched without a finish on both sides, as a finish 
on the copper such as ENIG (Electro-less nickel immersion gold) would be mechanically desirable 
to mate the conductors to an external trace or an SMA launch but would have degraded the 
insertion loss due to the nickel coating. Also a finish on the copper would have degraded the copper 
etch accuracy due to uneven coating. The copper used was reverse treated electrodeposited ½ Oz 




Gluing down the boards to get the outer and middle layers to behave as a single multi-layered 
board was a challenge as prepregs used to glue down multi-layer boards could not be used in this 
application due to dielectric constant mismatch between the dielectric layers which could perturb 
the stripline electric fields significantly (Figure 4.3.1). Also it was important for the dielectric and 
the prepreg to have a CTE (Coefficient of thermal expansion) as close as possible for mechanical 
and performance reasons, which was not the case. 
 









Aluminum casing was used to press down the dielectric layers (Figure 4.3.2), which would get rid 
of the need for prepreg use, so the dielectric layers was fabricated as separate boards (Figure 4.3.3). 
Additional care was taken while clamping down the aluminum casing as not to compress the 
Teflon dielectric material which is fairly compressible as this would reduce the ground to ground 
spacing unevenly which would cause deviation of the actual coupling profile from the designed 
profile and significantly affect performance and might cause resonance due to parallel ground plate 
radiation effects, which was observed during the integration.  Once the coupler has been screwed 
down and electrical performance ensured using a VNA (Vector network analyzer) the clamping 
screws have to be locked down by using thread locker or epoxy resins so that the device stays fixed 
in place. Southwest microwave SMA female 2-hole flange connectors (214-510SF) were used to 
interface the coupler port traces to measurement devices. The launch pins used were 1090-05G 
from Southwest microwave and the port traces were rounded off at the launch interface to lower 
impedance mismatches with the signal launch pin.  
 
 
Figure 4.3.3: Photographs of the fabricated quadrature hybrid dielectric laminate layers (left) and finished coupler 





4.4   Simulated vs measured performance of the assembled quadrature hybrid coupler 
with SMA launches 
We simulated the performance of the assembled quadrature hybrid coupler (Figure 4.4.1) with the 
2-hole SMA flange connectors with HFSS 3D models provided by Southwest microwave with 
assumptions of perfectly homogenous and isotropic dielectric material and smooth copper 




Figure 4.4.1: HFSS model of assembled quadrature hybrid coupler with 2-hole SMA flange mount female SMA 
connectors 
 
The simulated performance with SMA connectors is as shown with the connectors terminated at 
50 Ohm wave ports. The simulated coupling arm amplitude response (Figure 4.4.2) shows that 
both the output arms have increased insertion losses due to the connector and are within 1.25-dB 
from -3-dB all the way until 20 GHz, the number of distinct passband ripples is still seen to be 




can be attributed to the SMA connector-launch pin-trace interface effects. The phase quadrature 
imbalance (Figure 4.4.3) between the coupled and through ports has degraded to ± 2o from the 
desired 90o. The return loss (Figure 4.4.4) of all the ports has degraded by 5-dB from the case 
without the connectors which can be explained by the impedance mismatches at the SMA launch 
pin-copper trace interface, but is still better than 15-dB across the frequency band in the 
simulations, and the isolation between the input ports and its adjacent ports (Figure 4.4.5) for all 
the ports is found to be better than 15 dB in simulations. 
 
Figure 4.4.2: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 






Figure 4.4.3: HFSS simulation of phase quadrature between the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid 
coupler with smooth copper assumptions 
 







Figure 4.4.5: HFSS simulation of the isolation between at all ports and its adjacent ports of the assembled quadrature 
hybrid with smooth copper assumptions 
 
The assembled quadrature hybrid coupler is measured using a 4-port vector network analyzer 
(VNA) from Keysight (PNA N5222A) calibrated with an electronic calibration module (Keysight 
N4433A) up to 20 GHz and with the measurement cables tied down such that the calibration is 
minimally biased on all the quadrature hybrids couplers measured. All further measurements of 10 
MHz-20 GHz are calibrated using this setup (Figure 4.4.6) with the measured device SMA ports 
ensured to be on the same plane as the electronic calibration kit SMA ports. The cables used for 
the measurements are Micro-Coax utiflex UFA147A. 
The measured coupling arm amplitude response (Figure 4.4.7) shows that both the output arms 
have significantly increased insertion losses due to the connector and the conductor losses and 
have losses approaching 2-dB from -3-dB at around 16 GHz which is unacceptable. The number 




but the ripples after 12 GHz seems to have some distortions and non-smoothness which can be 
attributed to the SMA connectors, launch pin solder, conductor etching effects and other 
imperfections. The phase quadrature imbalance (Figure 4.4.8) between the coupled and through 
ports has degraded to ± 3o from the desired 90o. The return loss (Figure 4.4.9) of all the ports has 
degraded slightly from simulations, but is still better than 15 dB across the operational frequency 
band in the simulations, and the isolation between the input ports and its adjacent ports (Figure 
4.4.9) for all the ports is found to be better than 15 dB in measurements. 
 
 
Figure 4.4.6: Photographs of the 4-port VNA calibration with the electronic calibration setup (left) and the quadrature 








Figure 4.4.7: Measured scattering parameters of coupling response of all the ports of the assembled quadrature 
hybrid using reverse treated electro deposited 0.5 Oz copper foil 
 
 
Figure 4.4.8: Measured phase imbalance in the phase quadrature between coupled and through ports of the assembled 
quadrature hybrid using reverse treated electro deposited 0.5 Oz copper foil 
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Figure 4.4.9: Measured scattering parameters of coupling response, return losses,isolation of all the ports of the 
assembled quadrature hybrid using reverse treated electro deposited 0.5 Oz copper foil 
 
4.5    Effects of non-ideal copper foils and corrective solutions. 
We now look into the primary reason for the much higher than expected measured insertion loss 
for the first quadrature hybrid version we assembled and ways to minimize the effects. We did use 
the standard issue 0.5 Oz copper foil with the TLY-5 laminate which was the reverse treated 
electrodeposited copper (CLH), which has a copper surface roughness of about 1.16 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 RMS on 
the treated/bonding side and 1.12 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 RMS on the untreated/masking side. This is due to dielectric 
laminate manufacturing processes and usage of adhesion promoters for the coper foil to adhere to 
the laminate[42-45]. This is a significant deviation from the perfectly smooth copper that we 
assumed in simulations and does contribute negatively at our frequency band of operations. An 
example of various copper surface roughness on 0.5 Oz Copper foil as seen under a scanning 
electron microscope is shown (Figure 4.5.1).  



























Figure 4.5.1: 0.5 Oz Copper foil surface roughness irregularities of 0.4 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 , 2.0 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 2.8 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 as seen under a 
scanning electron microscope [46] 
 
The most detrimental effect due to surface roughness is the skin effect, where the currents in a low 
frequency wave propagation tends to flow more on inside the core of the conductor and a higher 
frequency wave current tends to flow more on the outskirts of the conductor (Figure 4.5.2) which 
reduces the effective cross sectional area of the conductor and hence an increase in resistive line 
losses. The skin depth is a good measure of the skin effect and is the distance inside the conductor 
where the amplitude of currents has reduced to 1/e of the maximum current from the outskirt of 
the conductor.  For example, a 100 MHz low frequency wave has a skin depth of about 6.52 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  
in copper which is acceptable while using  the electrodeposited foil as most of the currents would 
be enclosed in the core of the conductor and would have similar path lengths through all the ports, 
whereas in our application of lower and upper frequencies of 2 GHz and 20 GHz the skin depth is 
about 1.461 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 0.461 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 respectively and causes the different signal frequencies  to take 




anymore. The added path length contribute to insertion loss as the copper length is effectively 
increased which also degrades the phase quadrature property as the paths length are not equal and 
symmetrical at all the coupler arms due to random manufacturing process variations. Copper 
surface roughness also induces localized surface eddy current’s [47] which can cause heating and 
power dissipation and contributes to the overall insertion loss and also can be detrimental in peak 
power applications where excessive heating would cause misalignment in the coupler traces. An 
example of insertion loss for various surface roughness currents for 0.5 Oz copper is shown, and 
measured in differential microstrip lines on LCP material (Figure 4.5.3).  These assumptions were 
simulated in HFSS using a Groisse surface roughness model of  1.16 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  RMS to show that indeed 
these effects were significant at our frequencies. These models are not perfectly modelled to 
estimate these effects as equal surface roughness randomness assumptions are applied to all the 
surface which is truly not the case, nevertheless it shows some of the effects.   
 








Figure 4.5.3: Insertion loss in differential microstip lines of 0.4 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 , 2.0 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 and 2.8 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 copper foil surface roughness 
for half ounce thickness [46]. 
 
The HFSS simulated performance for reverse treated electrodeposited half ounce foil which was 
used in our first build shows that the coupling arm response (Figure 4.5.4) has an additional dB of 
loss as seen from our measured results. Even though the phase quadrature (Figure 4.5.5) shows 
only a slight degradation from the smooth copper assumptions, it is expected to degrade much 
more as the surface roughness assumptions are assuming equal randomness at all the coupler arms 
and still maintains symmetry. The return loss (Figure 4.5.6) at the ports shows degradation but still 
is better than 15-dB across the operating band. Isolation at the ports (Figure 4.5.7) is also better 





Figure 4.5.4: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 
1.16 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough copper surface assumptions 
 
Figure 4.5.5: HFSS simulation of phase quadrature between the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid 






Figure 4.5.6: HFSS simulation of the return loss at all ports of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 1.16 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough 
copper surface assumptions 
  
Figure 4.5.7: HFSS simulation of the isolation between at all ports and its adjacent ports of the assembled 





As we have seen the effects of surface roughness in copper we now require a way to mitigate these 
effects. Fortunately for us there exists specialty copper foil materials designed for low loss/high 
frequency microwave applications. Taconic TLY-5 offers materials with designations as shown 
(Figure 4.4.1). We chose the ULPH (Ultra low profile half ounce) copper foil material which was 
among the foils from Taconic with the lowest copper surface roughness for our second build of 
the quadrature hybrid coupler.  
 
Table 4.5.1: Table showing copper foil materials available from Taconic and the corresponding copper surface 
roughness on the treated and untreated sides[48].  
Before our final build we did an HFSS simulation run with 0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 copper surface roughness to 
simulate ULPH  copper foil material to see if the performance improvements were noticeable and 
in agreement with our reduction in insertion loss assumptions. As expected and seen in the 
coupling arm response (Figure 4.5.8) the insertion loss has improved and even the phase response 
(Figure 4.5.9) is better compared to the electro-deposited copper case. The return loss (Figure 




property. The actual improvements are expected to be much more significant as the modelled 
surface roughness do not capture the real surface roughness.  
 
Figure 4.5.8: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 





Figure 4.5.9: HFSS simulation of phase quadrature between the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 
0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough copper surface assumptions 
 
 
Figure 4.5.10: HFSS simulation of the return loss at all ports of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough 





Figure 4.5.11: HFSS simulation of the isolation between at all ports and its adjacent ports of the assembled quadrature 
hybrid with 0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 rough copper surface assumptions 
 
The final quadrature hybrid coupler was assembled and measured and the results are concluded 
here. The coupling response (Figure 4.5.12) has significantly improved by at least over a dB across 
the operating bandwidth, although the dip at 16.2 GHz and slight non-conformity with the 
simulations after about 15 GHz which is also seen in the electrodeposited copper case is of a 
concern and the next section would deal with the probable causes of these effects. The phase 
quadrature plot (Figure 4.5.13) shows a maximum phase deviation of +6 degrees until 20 GHz, 
this however is probably contributed significantly by the misalignment in launch pin arrangement 
and imperfect mechanical etch at the trace edge of the coupler as the coupling, return loss and 
isolation plot shows that not all port responses are aligned more or less identically as seen in the 
electro-deposited copper case and so neglecting the SMA flange connector launch imperfections 
the phase quadrature should be better balanced than the electro deposited hybrid  case. The return 
loss (Figure 4.5.13) at all the ports and isolation between the ports and its adjacent port is all better 
than 15dB across the operational band. This final build quadrature hybrid coupler performance is 
verified to be acceptable in our design requirements, and we decided to use the ULPH copper for 





Figure 4.5.12: Measured scattering parameters of coupling response of all the ports of the assembled quadrature 
hybrid using ULPH copper foil  
 
Figure 4.5.13: Measured phase imbalance in the phase quadrature between coupled and through ports of the 
assembled quadrature hybrid using ULPH copper foil 
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Figure 4.5.14:  Measured scattering parameters of coupling response, return losses,isolation of all the ports of the 
assembled quadrature hybrid using ULPH copper foil 
 
4.6   Fiber glass weave, non-homogenous, anisotropic and other non-ideal effects 
This section would briefly go through the effects of other non-idealities resulting from the 
dielectric material chosen, fabrication and mechanical integration which causes the measured 
performance to deviate from the HFSS simulated performance of the quadrature hybrid coupler.  
4.6.1 Fiberglass weave effects of the dielectric laminate material  
The Taconic TLY-5 Teflon dielectric laminates are fiberglass weave reinforced (Figure 4.6.1.1)  
for mechanical rigidity, while this is a good thing for ease of manufacturing and PCB board 
strength it causes non-idealities due to the very nature of the weaves. Two main weave effects are 
the location of the copper trace in alignment to the conductor (Figure 4.6.1.2.a) and the angle of 
the copper trace with the fiberglass weave (Figure 4.6.1.2.b). The location of the copper trace edge 
if located on the weave has a higher dielectric constant Dk than the surrounding gaps and causes a 
lower characteristic impedance and hence non-uniform perturbations in the field lines just based 
























on the location which cannot be properly controlled in the board fabrication process. The angle of 
the copper trace with the fiber weaves causes periodic loading resonances with the strength and 
frequency of resonance depending on the angle.  
 
Figure 4.6.1.1:  Fiberglass weaves used for reinforcing the PTFE low Dk dielectric material laminate 
 
 
Figure 4.6.1.2:  (a): alignment of copper trace with the fiber weaves ; (b): angle of copper trace 
with the fiber weaves 
Isola corp [46] did an analysis of the angle resonance effects for a 4-inch trace and sample 
measurements of insertion loss (Figure 4.6.1.3) and return loss (Figure 4.6.1.4). There looks to be 




and slight non-conformity with simulations from 15-20 GHz as the designed quadrature hybrid as 
an inherent property has to be offset and angled to achieve the desired coupling profile. The 
alternative dielectric material to use is the Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 which do not have the fiber 
weave enforcements hence reducing the resonance effects but unfortunately is not available for a 
center dielectric thickness of 3.5 mil and has lesser mechanical rigidity, CTE and strength which 
means that we have to stick to this material option. 
 
 
 Figure 4.6.1.3:  Insertion loss (dB) for a 4 inch sample trace to demonstrate the resonance effects due to the fiber 






Figure 4.6.1.4:  Return loss  for a 4 inch sample trace to demonstrate the resonance effects due to the fiber weave 
angle [46].  
 
4.6.2 Anisotropic and non-homogenous dielectric laminate effects   
The other significantly contributing non-idealities in the dielectric laminate is the anisotropic and 
non-homogeneous effects which mainly arises from the manufacturing process. Anisotropicity in 
the material arises primarily from the stacking of dielectric sheets with resin/glue to form laminates 
of desired thickness (Figure 4.6.2.1) and hence creates a slightly different effective dielectric 
constant property along the height, width and length axis of the laminate. This causes the fields in 
the various directions to travel with different velocities which results in phase non-linearity and 
dispersion effects. Anisotropic effects were simulated with the quadrature hybrid coupler model 
without the flange connectors and terminated on 50 Ohm wave ports. Anisotropic dielectric with 
a 10% dielectric constant variation along the height axis which can demonstrate the effects of this 




response (Figure 4.6.2.2) and the passband ripples is seen to be severely smeared and distorted 
compared to the isotropic case. Phase quadrature (Figure 4.6.2.3) has degraded due to unequal 
mode velocities. Isolation (Figure 4.6.2.5) and return loss (Figure 4.6.2.4) has degraded by about 
5dB as compared to the smooth copper with isotropic dielectric case. Usually the effective 
dielectric along the width and length axis of the laminate is similar due to the uniform weaving in 
the dielectric sheets and is assumed same in the simulations. Non–homogeneous property arises 
from the issue of the Teflon fiberglass weaving and the applied resin and hence causing slightly 
different dielectric constants and hence distorting the propagating electric fields ever so slightly 
but definitely. Non-homogeneity can be neglected when the wave-length in the dielectric material 
is much larger than the fiber weave structures.  
 







Figure 4.6.2.2: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 
0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough copper surface assumptions 
 
Figure 4.6.2.3: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 






Figure 4.6.2.4: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 
0.37 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇  rough copper surface assumptions 
 
Figure 4.6.2.5: HFSS simulation of coupling response of the output arms of the assembled quadrature hybrid with 





4.6.3 Copper trace shape distortion non-idealities   
Besides the dielectric laminate non-idealities, the copper foil shape distortions caused by the 
laminate manufacturing and PCB fabrication processes also contribute to the non-ideal behaviors 
leading to differences in simulated and measured results.   The main contributor here is the ridging 
in the copper foil caused by the fiber weaves imprinting its shape on the foil. These ridges deviate 
the copper trace from the perfectly planar assumption to a pseudo planar one where the electric 
fields perturb and cause unequal velocity of the even and odd modes and also deviation from the 
designed coupling profile. Adding to this is the shape distortion is the coupler arm crossover points 
at the center of the symmetric couplers where when the dielectric layers are pressed down to 
assemble the coupler, the traces press on each other and distort the desired location and designed 
center coupling strength value. The pressing of the dielectric layers down also creates air pockets 
as shown which causes slight dielectric mismatch and field perturbations. Last but not the least is 
the deviation from the designed coupler shape caused by etching and registration tolerances which 
causes deviation from the desired coupling profile, and can be improved by fabricating the PCB 
board at a high etching accuracy PCB fabrication house, which would be a thing to do in the future 
to enhance performance. 
 













Figure 4.6.3.3:  Air pockets around copper signal trace caused by the pressing of dielectric layers during assembly.  
 
4.7 Size, cost consideration and power handling of the final standalone quadrature hybrid 
coupler with a high performance COTS quadrature hybrid 
The final version of the low loss, low form factor planar quadrature hybrid coupler is assembled 
and measured and has a size of 2.6 inches in length and 1.3 inches in width which includes the 
SMA flange connector protrusions and a height of about 0.57 inch.  The weight of the device is 
about 2.08 ounce. This prototype quadrature hybrid coupler was found to be much smaller and 
lighter than commercial standalone coaxial connected quadrature hybrid couplers with similar 
bandwidth. The price of getting this coupler fabricated and assembled (ignoring the engineering 
and design cost) is about $150 apiece including the dielectric laminate layers, SMA launches, 




produced as the materials can be procured for much cheaper rates. A similar device by Marki 
microwave (QH-0226) which is heavier and larger using the same SMA connectors is retailing for 
$995 apiece. 
 The power handling of this device in pulsed mode, which would be our mode of application is 
limited by the smallest dielectric spacing between the signal conductors which is the center section 
having 3.5 mil spacing where the dielectric strength is 9425 V-peak and can safely handle at least 
half a Kilowatt (conservatively) in short duty cycles.  In continuous wave (CW) applications the 
power handling is limited by the heating in the narrowest conductor and the thermal expansion 
effect which can dislodge the signal trace location. This material has a good CTE along all the axis 
due to the fiberglass reinforcement and the ULPH coper foil dissipates much lesser heat than 
regular copper foil due to lower AC resistance and hence it is estimated to safely handle at least 
50 Watts of CW(conservatively) power without performance degradation. The comparison of the 
designed vs COTS quadrature hybrid coupler is shown in table (Figure 4.7.5). Also, shown is the 
couplers side by side with measured weights (Figure 4.7.1)   and the s-parameters of the COTS 
quadrature hybrid which was measured using the same calibrated setup used for the designed 
couplers (Figure 4.7.2). Phase quadrature (Figure 4.7.3) of the COTS coupler is shown which 
seems poorer than our case. Coupling response of the COTS coupler (Figure 4.7.4)   shows higher 








Figure 4.7.1:  (a): Marki QH-0226 quadrature hybrid coupler being weighed. (b): Designed ULPH quadrature hybrid 
coupler being weighed. (a): picture of COTS and designed coupler side by side . 
 
Figure 4.7.2:  Measured scattering parameters of coupling response of all the ports of Marki QH-0226 
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Figure 4.7.4:  Measured scattering parameters of coupling response of all the ports of the assembled Marki QH-
0226 
 
Property name ULPH Quadrature hybrid Marki QH (02-26) 
 Weight (Oz) 2.2 3.5 
Size (inches) 2.6 x 1.33 2.7 x 2.0575 
Cost 150 $ (Material cost) 995 $ (Retail price) 
Frequency of operation 
measured (GHz) 
2-20 GHz designed usable to 25 
GHz (Measured) 
2-26.5 GHz (manufacturer’s 
specification) 
Material  Taconic TLY-5 Rogers-5880 
Typical excess insertion loss 
(Measured) 
0.7 dB 1.3 dB 
Maximum phase quadrature 
deviation (degrees) 2-20 GHz 
(Measured) 
 
+6 -8.5 to +1.7 
Power handling (CW)  50 Watts (estimated) 20 Watts (Manufacturer 
specified) 




Return loss (dB) 
minimum(measured) 
 
16.39  15.89 
 












Chapter 5: T/R Switch Development 
This chapter presents the design of the T/R switch module using the balanced configuration 
discussed in previous chapters, which incorporates the custom quadrature hybrid couplers 
presented in Chapter 4. The design considerations for a single PCB solution are discussed along 
with the justification for component selection in the various sections of the circuit. Moreover, 
power handling considerations are discussed in detail. 
 
5.1 PIN diode selection, power handling and biasing requirements 
One of the critical components in the T/R module after the quadrature hybrid couplers are the 
switching elements. Careful selection and integration is needed to achieve the best performance 
in terms of switching speeds, insertion loss, isolation, required biasing voltages and power 
handling capability. Shunt PIN diodes were the preferred choice as they offer superior isolation 
compared to series PIN diode, which behave as lossy capacitors at high frequencies when reverse- 
biased. Shunt diodes also offer greater average power handling capacity. This is because one end 
of the diode can be directly attached to a heat-sink. The PIN diode selected was the 
MMPN080045, a silicon shunt diode from Macom. This diode is a distributed PIN switch element 
in a 50 Ohm matched microstrip format, which is capable of operating from 2-20 GHz. This device 
has a gold ribbon bondable surface to make jumper connections to other components. High-
performance diodes operating at these frequencies are difficult to package in a surface mount 
device (SMD) format. We had to opt for the wire/ ribbon jumper design to maintain good electrical 
performance, although this increased the complexity of the board. The power handling of these 
diodes in continuous-wave (CW) mode is 40 Watts.  The power handling of the device when 




breakdown voltage of the diode (-200 Volts)0F1 and is estimated to be about 400 Watts (56 dBm). 
This is considering a 50 Ohm system assuming a perfect impedance match and proper heat sink. 
The switching speeds for these diodes is about 450 ns, which is 1/10 of the carrier lifetime (τ) of 
4500 ns provided by the manufacturer. 
One of the main issues which prevented us from using a shunt diode in the transmit path in lower-
frequency implementations of the balanced T/R switch design was the requirement for a large 
reverse voltage to prevent the diode going into conduction in the presence of very high RF 
power[49]. In this application, the  device selected stands at an advantage of being used at a much 
higher frequency range and having a comparatively thick intrinsic region (80 µm). Therefore the 
input RF signal cannot make the minority charge carriers flood fast enough into the intrinsic region 
to drive the device into conduction [49]. We calculated the power handling for the diodes 
considering  the lowest frequency of operation (2 GHz), assuming  a biasing voltage of -20 V and 
typical properties of silicon [49]. Since the T/R switch sweeps from 2 GHz to 18 GHz during the 
pulse duration the actual required negative bias will be lower because the power handling 
capability for a given negative bias voltage improves as the operating frequency increases. Figure 
5.1.1 shows the minimum power handling calculated for -20 Volt reverse bias in CW mode as 25 
Watts and for a 2 µs pulsed duration with a 200 µs pulse period it is about 276 Watts, which is 
well above our design requirements. Figure 5.1.2 shows the variation of maximum power handling 
for a -20 Volt reverse bias with pulse durations of 2,5,10 µs for a 200 µs pulse period. From these 
plots it can be seen that as the duty cycle lowers, the diode requires much less reverse bias to 
remain in the off state.  
                                                     




Also plotted in figure 5.1.3 is the typical power handling, calculated for a -20 Volt bias limit for 
a high altitude operational mode in airborne platforms such as the global hawk where duty cycle 
close to 50% might be used. The power handling capability has considerably decreased compared 
to the low duty cycle operations, but is still within the power handling requirements.        
Another factor to consider when dealing with high-power signals in this circuit is that even though 
the thicker intrinsic region is advantageous for its lower minimum negative biasing requirements 
and a higher power handling capacity, it increases the insertion loss and switching speeds of the 
PIN diode. 
` 







Figure 5.1.2: Calculated pulsed power vs required reverse bias voltage illustrating the effect of pulse duty cycle on 
the minimum reverse bias requirements 
 
Figure 5.1.3: Calculated pulsed power vs required reverse bias for a high altitude operation mode using long duty 
cycle. 
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5.2 DC blocks, RF chokes, termination resistor, ribbon bond, SMA interface connector, 
copper surface finish and transmission line type considerations  
 The DC blocking capacitors used for the bias tee circuit for each diode have to possess wide-
bandwidth and low-loss characteristics. High-performance capacitors P42BN820Z5ST from 
Dielectric Labs (Figure 5.2.1.a) were found to be the lowest loss DC blocks in the market with 
the required frequency specifications and also has gold terminations which makes jumpering to 
the PIN diodes easy. These DC blocks have a VDC rating of 50 Volts and can handle the -20 Volt 
bias applied across it. The pulsed RF peak voltage across these capacitors is limited by the 
dielectric breakdown voltage of 125 Volts. The actual dielectric breakdown is about 40% higher 
than the specified breakdown (verified by the manufacturer) and this sets the upper limit on the 
peak RF voltage applied and corresponding power handling of the T/R switch. The maximum 
power handling of the T/R switch is set by the DC blocks and is about 158 Watts. To be 
conservative, taking into account reflections and other effects we can set the maximum power 
handling of the switch to be about 100 Watts.   
 The other component of the bias tee circuit is the RF chokes, which should present a high 
reactance over the frequency range of interest.  The RF chokes needed to be series resonance free 
for multi octave bandwidths while having low insertion loss when used in a shunt configuration. 
SMT broadband conical inductors from Piconics satisfy this requirement [50] (CC45T47K240G5-
C2) and were chosen for the design (Figure 5.2.1.b). These inductors are capable of handling a 
DC current of 160 mA in continuous operation. The DC resistance for this inductor is about 1.6 
Ohms due to the thin wires used and large number of turns. The switching transients produced by 
the inductors were also verified using ADS simulation models provided by Modelithics[51]. The 




by the trace. These inductors are specifically designed to be placed directly over the CPW 
(Coplanar wave guide) transmission lines or  micro-stripline and interact with the electric fields 
from the signal trace [52]. The termination resistor used in the isolated port of the second hybrid 
coupler was the R2B130850R0J4J0 from Anaren, which is rated for operation up to 18 GHz and 
is in a SMT format.   
 
Figure 5.2.1: (a): Picture of the ultra-wide band DC blocks with gold terminations from Dielectric labs/ Knowles 
capacitors [53] and (b): Broadband conical inductors from Piconics on a quarter dollar coin [54]. 
 
Gold ribbon were selected as interconnects from the DC blocks to the PIN diodes and the PIN 
diodes to the RF traces. Gold ribbons reduce the inductance and increases effective cross sectional 
area for current conduction and increases the power handling capacity as compared to gold wire. 
A ribbon width of 3 mils was chosen to match the 3 mil wide gold trace on the PIN diode and was 
verified to safely handle at least 200 Watts of CW power for a 20 mil length [55].   
Other important RF components were the SMA connector interfaces. The connectors selected 




thickness and trace width considerations. The selected connectors at the transmitter and receiver 
ports were 1092-02A-6 end launches from Southwest connectors employing 2.92 mm pins. The 
antenna port SMA interface connector was a two-hole flange female SMA connector 214-510SF 
from Southwest connectors. 
Once that the critical microwave components for the T/R switch design were selected, the next 
step was to fix the PCB copper surface finish. The primary factor here is the gold ribbon bond-
ability. ENIG (electro-less nickel immersion gold) and ENIPEG (electro-less nickel electro-less 
palladium immersion gold) are the commonly used surface finishes for wire and ribbon bonds. 
ENIPEG offers a much higher bond strength than an ENIG finish. However, ENIPEG finish has 
a much higher insertion loss than ENIG due to the thicker gold and palladium layers [56, 57]. We 
decided to go with the ENIG finish as the ribbon bonds used are wide enough at the surface contact 
area to compensate for the loss in strength as compared to the ENIPEG finish. 
The last consideration in this section is the selection of the transmission line configuration for the 
PCB RF traces. GCPW (grounded conductor backed coplanar wave guide) was chosen over 
microstrip in spite of design complexity to achieve better dispersion properties [58] and to keep 
the electric fields confined to the trace area to prevent coupling effects with the surrounding traces 
and components.  
 
5.3 Receiver circuit selection (LNA and Sequencer) 
The T/R switch is designed with integrated LNA at the receiver port to achieve improvements in 
SNR while keeping the added noise minimal.  The selected LNA was the QPM1000 from Qorvo 
which comes in a QFN (quad flat no leads) package. The LNA has a typical gain of greater than 




The QPM1000 has a RF power limiter integrated into it to protect the LNA from switching 
transients and leakage from the transmitter. The RF input and output ports are DC blocked. The 
functional diagram of the LNA is shown in Figure 5.3.1 while the basic parameters are given in 
Table 5.3.1 
 
Figure 5.3.1: Functional diagram of the QPM1000 LNA/ limiter [59] 
 
QPM1000 parameter  Value 
Frequency range 2-20 GHz 
Input power CW survivability 4 Watts 
Gain >17 dB (Adjustable using VG2) 
Noise figure < 2 dB (3-12 GHz), < 4 dB (outer frequencies) 
IM3 < -21 dBc 




Table 5.3.1: Basic parameters of the QPM1000 LNA [59] 
 
The LNA supply and bias voltages have to be turned on in a specific sequence to set the drain 
current without damaging the device. The voltage sequencer used for this purpose was the 
HMC981LP3E, an active bias controller which is capable of supporting the sequencing 
requirements and supply voltages for the LNA. The schematic diagram for the LNA-sequencer 
section of the circuit is shown in Figure 5.3.2. 
 
Figure 5.3.2: Schematic diagram of the LNA/sequencer receiver section 
 
5.4 T/R switch RF devices placement considerations 
Careful arrangement of selected RF and bias components was done to minimize the number of 
components, achieve minimal insertion losses and to facilitate fabrication. The DC block DCB 1 
isolates the transmitter from the bias voltages applied to shunt diode D1. The DC block at the 




integrated DC block of the LNA RF input. The DC block at the 0o port of the LNA is moved to 
the summation port of the quadrature hybrid B. This was done to maintain symmetry at the ports. 
The biasing circuitry for the diodes D2 and D3 is placed in proximity to the respective diodes. 
This placement ensures that the signal from the transmitter does not leak into the bias circuit and 
only the residual signal after the isolation from the shunt diode encounters the bias inductors. This 
change reduces the insertion loss in the transmission mode. BC 1, BC 2, BC 3 are bypass 
capacitors for the biasing supply. The capacitors used for bypass are the same as the DC blocks. 
 
Figure 5.4.1: Finalized RF component placement architecture 
 
5.5 PIN diode driver circuit 
The driver circuitry is required to switch the PIN diodes between the ON and OFF states under 
the 2.3 µs switching requirements to keep the blind range low. The following sections explains 
the description and functionality of the PIN diode driver. 
 





The switching control input to the T/R switch is TTL signals of (+5 V and 0 Volt standard) and 
cannot drive the PIN diodes with the high current and relatively high negative voltage 
requirements. Transistors are used to provide the required drive currents to switch the PIN diode 
states. During the turn ‘on’ of the diodes the driver needs to provide an inrush current of at least 
100 mA of current to reduce the forward series resistance and provide for a low reflective 
impedance path.  The transistors used must have a low junction capacitance to flood the intrinsic 
region of the PIN diode fast enough. During the turn ‘off’ state the driver must apply the required 
negative bias voltage fast enough to completely turn off the diode and provide a closed circuit 
path. The T/R switch is in transmission mode when the control signal goes high and the switch is 
in receive mode in the low control state. The driver for the transmitter port diode is complementary 
to the control signal and turns off during the transmit state to close the circuit and turns on during 
the receiver state to provide a reflective impedance to leakages from the power amplifier stage.   
 
 5.5.2 PIN diode driver functionality 
 
The PIN diode driver is based on a design recommended by Borroson[60] and was adapted by 
Ahmed[16] for T/R switch drivers used for depth sounding radars. The adapted Borroson PIN 
diode driver schematic is shown in Figure 5.5.2.1.c. When the TTL control at the input of the 
driver goes low the transistor Q1 goes into saturation and connects the +5 Volts supply path to the 
load. The diode D6 turns on and sends the transistor Q2 into cutoff mode and isolates the load 
from the negative supply. The capacitor C51 speeds up the switching by acting as a charge 




When the TTL input to the driver goes high, Q2 is in saturation mode and provides a path from 
the -20 Volt to the load, C53 acts as the charge reservoir to speed up the switching time.  The diode 
D6 turns off which causes the transistor Q1 into cutoff. At any instance the positive and negative 
supplies are prevented from seeing each other by this design. The schottky diodes D5 and D7 
maintain the base emitter voltage at 0.4 Volts. 
The TTL input is first buffered using a non-inverting buffer chip (Figure 5.5.2.1.a) The 
buffer/transceiver chip used is SN74ABTH25245DWR. The important characteristic of this 
transceiver is shown in Table 5.5.2.1. This buffer provides a high current output to drive the next 
stages and does not load the input TTL signals. One of the issues with the buffer chip is the low 
output voltage of 3.3 Volts which does not turn on the transistors and the other issue is that the 
PIN diode is complimentary in nature which means that it turns on the PIN diodes in the TTL off 
state and turns off the diodes the TTL on state. To solve this, issue an inverting buffer chip EL7232 
is used which has a low delay of 25 ns. The important parameters of the inverter chip are given in 
Table 5.5.2.2. 
The transistors used are MMBT2907A PNP transistors. The transistors have a collector to emitter 
voltage of 60 Volts. The maximum current rating is 800 mA which is well above the required 100 
mA turn on current for the PIN diodes. The transistor delay is 10 ns which keeps the driver 
switching time low. The diodes D6 and D7 are 1N4148 by Fairchild semiconductors with a current 
handling capacity of 150 mA in continuous operation and 300 mA maximum. The breakdown 
voltage for the didoes is 100 volts and reverse bias current of 100 micro amps. The diode D5 is a 
schottky diode BAT42XV2 from Fairchild semiconductors with a 30-volt breakdown and reverse 





Figure 5.5.2.1: Schematic of the PIN diode driver circuit (a): The inverter circuit driving the PIN diode driver (b): 
The transceiver chip used to buffer the input TTL control signal. (b): The PIN diode driver circuit. 
 
Table 5.5.2.1: Important parameters of the SN74ABTH25245DWR transceiver chip  
 
 






5.5.3 PIN diode driver switching times 
 
We performed timing simulations in ADS using transient analysis to estimate the switching times 
of the PIN diode driver with and without the diode/bias tee load. The PIN diode driver switching 
times were simulated by ADS transient analysis tool using spice models for the transistor and diode 
devices and ideal capacitor and resistor elements. The TTL control input was used to simulate a 
standard control signal from the radar digital system with a logic high voltage of 5 Volts and a low 
voltage logic of 0 Volts. The rise and fall times of the TTL control signals are 5 ns each. The pulse 
duration is 2 µs (for a 1 µs short pulsed mode).  The un-loaded waveforms of the PIN diode driver 
are shown in figure 5.5.3.1.  The time taken for transition of the PIN diode driver output from -20 
Volts to about 5 Volts is about 330 ns. The time taken for the PIN diode driver to switch from +5 
Volts to -20 Volts is about 120 ns.  
 





The transient analysis of the PIN driver output under load from the shunt diode (ADS PIN diode 
model) and the bias tee (Piconics simulation model) is shown in figure 5.5.3.2. The output voltage 
high voltage doesn’t reach all the way down to 0 Volts due to the DC resistance of the inductor. 
The time for switching ‘off’ the PIN diode is about 250 ns and the switching ‘on’ is about 340 ns 
in simulations.  
 
Figure 5.5.3.2: ADS simulated loaded switching time of the PIN diode driver driven by a TTL control  
 
We measured the switching times for the loaded and unloaded PIN diode driver with oscilloscopes. 
The TTL controls were provided by a pulse generator and was set to 2 µs pulse duration (for a 1 
µs short pulsed mode) and a 200 µs pulse period for typical the typical operating mode. The logic 
high and low levels were 5 Volts and 0 Volts respectively. The unloaded switching time of the 
PIN diode driver measured using a digital oscilloscope is shown in figure 5.5.3.3. The turn ‘off’ 





Figure 5.5.3.3: Measured un-loaded switching time of the PIN diode driver driven by a TTL control line 
 
Figure 5.5.3.4: Measured loaded switching time of the PIN diode driver at the receive path diodes D2 and D3 






Figure 5.5.3.5: Measured loaded switching time of the PIN diode driver at the transmit path diode D1 driven by a 
TTL control line 
 
The loaded driver measurements were done by a CRT (Cathode ray tube) Oscilloscope after 
connecting the PIN diode driver output to the shunt diodes and the bias tee components. The driver 
output at the receiver path diodes D2 and D3 shows a turn ‘on’ time of about 396 ns and a turn 
‘off’ time of about 263 ns as shown in figure 5.5.3.4. The driver output at the transmitter path 
diode D1 shows a turn ‘off’ time of about 272 ns and a turn ‘on’ time of about 190 ns as shown in 
figure 5.5.3.5. These switching times were well under the requirements. 
 
5.5.4 TR switch switching time constraints. 
From the measured switching times of the loaded PIN driver circuits we can set switching time 




In transmit mode the time is set by the diodes D2 and D3 turn ‘on’ time of 396 ns. In receive mode 
the constraint is set by the turn ‘off’ time for the diodes D2 and D3 which is 263 ns. Table 5.5.4.1 
shows the time constraints in the receive and transmit modes of operation.  
 Mode of operation Minimum wait time constraint  
(from TTL control signal) 
 Transmit mode    396 nanoseconds 
 Receive mode    263 nanoseconds 
 
Table 5.5.4.1: Measured loaded switching time of the PIN diode driver at the transmit path diode D1 driven by a 
TTL control line 
 
5.6 PCB board layout and RF trace optimization 
One of the critical aspects in the TR switch implementation is to have properly designed GCPW 
transmission lines and have a good impedance match at all points along the signal trace path. This 
section describes the optimizations done on the PCB boards to ensure good return loss and 
insertion loss characteristics for the TR switch. This section also shows the final designed TR 
switch PCB board layout.   
5.6.1 SMA end launch trace tapering 
The signal trace at the SMA end launch connector pin to trace interface had to be tapered to 
minimize reflections caused due to impedance mismatch. The trace has to be tapered to reduce the 
excess capacitance from the signal trace to ground plane along the length of the launch pin. Care 




pin interface. HFSS tuning was done to find optimal tapering at these points and keep return loss 
to a minimum.  
 
Figure 5.6.1.1: HFSS model of SMA end launch pin to signal trace interface tapering to compensate for excess 
capacitance at the launch. 
 
5.6.2 Via spacing considerations 
One of the assumptions of grounded conductor backed coplanar waveguide (GCPW) transmission 
line is the microwave guiding metal walls between the ground planes[61] as shown in figure 
5.6.2.1.a. This microwave walled effect can be achieved by using closely spaced via’s. The via’s 
have to be spaced under a λ/20 spacing between the via’s over the whole frequency of operation 
as shown in figure 5.6.2.1.b. The spacing of the via’s from the start of the ground trace have to be 
as minimal as possible. Closest possible spacing under the PCB board fabrication house tolerance 




mils which was the smallest via feasible for the dielectric laminate thickness. The spacing between 
the via and the start of the ground trace was selected as10 mils. 
 
Figure 5.6.2.1: (a): Microwave guiding wall between the grounding traces[61]. (b): Via’s spaced closely to 
approximate a microwave guiding wall in a GCPW transmission line[61]. 
 
5.6.3 Stripline-GCPW transitions 
A critical design consideration for the RF signal routing was the transition from the stripline mode 
of the coupler to GCPW mode for RF component placement. Several architectures were explored 
and HFSS simulations performed and the best transition was found to be a direct transition with a 
continuity in the ground paths as shown in figure 5.6.3.1. The signal trace is jumpered using a 
circular tab which can be solder bridged. The propagation modes between these transitions are not 
disturbed by a large margin. The return loss for this transition was simulated to be better than 20 






Figure 5.6.3.1: HFSS model of stripline to GCPW transition with ground path continuity preserved. 
 
5.6.4 Signal trace tapering for RF components 
 The RF component footprints are not exactly matched to the signal trace and proper tapering is 
required to guide the signals onto the components without inducing significant reflections. Trace 
tapering’s such as Klopfenstein tapers, triangular tapers were simulated. The shortest tapering was 
obtained by using triangular tapers with the taper transitions being much shorter than λ/20.   
5.6.5 Ground path continuity  
The return paths for the signal have to be well routed at these high frequencies. Discontinuities in 
the round paths could cause reflections and resonances. Ground return currents pick up structures 
were appended to the top dielectric layer PCB to transfer the ground plane routing between the 
stripline and GCPW modes. Figure 5.6.5.1 shows the ground return paths provided using 





Figure 5.6.5.1: Altium 3D PCB board model showing ground return current pick up points provided on the top 
layer PCB of the TR switch.  
 
5.6.6 PCB board and TR switch assembly  
The TR switch PCB boards was designed using Altium designer. The three dielectric laminate 
layers were fabricated as 3 PCB boards. The bottom PCB board contains the switching circuitry, 
power regulator stage, LNA and sequencer stage and the RF components (shown in figure 
5.6.6.1.a). The center PCB board contains the coupler (shown in figure 5.6.6.1.b). The top PCB 
board contains the top dielectric layer and ground current transition via structures (shown in figure 
5.6.6.1.c).  
The fabricated boards are assembled into a single unit using top and bottom aluminum covers 
similar to the assembled quadrature hybrid couplers. The arrangements of the aluminum cover and 
fabricated PCB board arranged in the order of assembling from top to bottom is shown in figure 





Figure 5.6.6.1: Altium 3D PCB board models showing (a): Bottom PCB board, (b) Center PCB board, (c) Top PCB 
board. 
 
Figure 5.6.6.2: Fabricated PCB boards along with the aluminum covers to integrate the PCB boards into a single 






Figure 5.6.6.3: Fully assembled TR switch module with a zoom in of the ribbon bonded components. 
 





The fully assembled TR switch module along with SMA end launches and SMA flange connector 
interface is shown in figure 5.6.6.3. C-grid type launch connectors provide connections for the +12 
and -24 Volt supplies and for the TTL controls. A close up of the ribbon bonded parts is shown in 
figure 5.6.6.4. The ribbon bonding occurs at 3 locations. 
 
5.7 Simulations of performance 
Advanced designs systems (ADS) was used to perform circuit and electromagnetic (EM) co-
simulations of the TR switch. The scattering parameters of the quadrature hybrid couplers used in 
these simulations is from the HFSS simulations of the designed stubbed quadrature hybrid 
couplers. The other component’s scattering parameters are provided by the manufacturers. 
5.7.1 Circuit simulation 
The circuit simulations using just the s-parameters of the components were performed from 2 GHz 
to 18 GHz.  Figure 5.7.1.1 shows the circuit simulation setup in ADS to perform the simulation 
using all the RF components and the HFSS optimized stubbed quadrature hybrid coupler s-
parameters. 
 
Figure 5.7.1.1: ADS 2-18 GHz simulation setup for the transmission and receive modes for circuit simulation of the 





The simulated receive mode antenna to receiver port gain is shown in figure 5.7.1.2. The lowest 
gain is at 18 GHz at about 15.146 dB.  The isolation in the receive mode between the transmitter 
and antenna shown in figure 5.7.1.3 is greater than 60 dB across the frequency band. The isolation 
in the receive mode between the transmitter and receiver port shown in figure 5.7.1.3 is greater 
than 50 dB across most of the operating frequency band and approaches 40 dB nearing 2 GHz.   
The simulated transmit mode transmitter to antenna port insertion loss is shown in figure 5.7.1.4. 
The highest insertion loss is at 16.2 GHz at about 3 dB.  The isolation in the receive mode between 
the transmitter and receiver shown in figure 5.7.1.5 is greater than 20 dB across the frequency band 
and greater than 30 dB across most of the band. This lower than expected isolation is due to the 
LNA gain at the receiver. An SPST (Single pole single throw) switch can be used after the LNA 
stage to improve this isolation if the need arises. 
 






Figure 5.7.1.3: ADS 2-18 GHz simulation of the isolation between the transmitter and receiver and between the 





Figure 5.7.1.4: ADS 2-18 GHz simulation of the transmitter to antenna insertion loss during the transmit mode. 
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V_PROP = PROP_CONST*physconst('LightSpeed');%___VELOCITY_OF_PROPAGATION_M/S 















F_CENTER=(F_MIN + F_MAX)/2;%______________________CENTER_FREQUENCY_IN_HERTZ  
P_NOMINAL =-8.343;%________________________DESIRED_COUPLING_AMPLITUDE_IN_dB  







global N_SEC N_F  DELTA  N_PARAMS ; 
  
N_SEC =200;%___________ELEMENTAL_ANALYSIS_SECTIONS_PER_QUARTER_WAVE_SECTION 
N_F = 1000;%________________________NUMBER_OF_FREQUENCY_POINTS_FOR_ANALYSIS 







global ITER_MAX HALF_ITER_MAX PARAMETER_CURRENT ITER_COUNT  





HALF_ITER_MAX = 1000;%___MAXIMUM_HALVING_ITERATIONS_IN_CONSTRAINTS_CORRECTION 
HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE=1E-14;%________________________MINIMUM_HALVING_TOLERANCE 




















































%  k_std_form_substituted=subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,PARAMETER_CURRENT); 



































































global  SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE K_SPLINE_OPTIMIZED  









































%  [~,~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE,1); 
%  plot(K_SPLINE_TO_NUMERIC_CONVERTER(PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE )); 
%   
% %----------------STANDARD_VS_SPLINE_COMPARISON_COUPLING_PROFILES----------- 
%  
%  plot(K_SPLINE_TO_NUMERIC_CONVERTER(PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE ));hold 
on;plot(K_STD_OPTIMIZED); 
%   
% %----------------STANDARD_VS_SPLINE_COMPARISON_FREQUENCY_SPECTRUM----------  
% k_std_form_substituted=subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,PARAMETER_CURRENT); 
% [~,~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted); 
%  






























































currentFolder = pwd; 
addpath(genpath(currentFolder)); 
 global s b max_mesh_size TRACE_THICKNESS  solver_lengths   





























































    
    width_in=LOOK_UP_TABLE.width(end); 




   [ k_estimate,Z_O_estimate ] = LAPLACE_SOLVER(width_in 
,change_step_offset(n))  
     
     if((Z_O*IMPEDANCE_TOLERANCE/100) >(abs(Z_O_estimate-Z_O))) 
         
APPEND_TABLE_MATCHED={k_estimate,Z_O_estimate,width_in,change_step_offset(n)}
; 
         LOOK_UP_TABLE_MATCHED= [LOOK_UP_TABLE_MATCHED 
;APPEND_TABLE_MATCHED]; 
         break; 
     elseif(Z_O_estimate > Z_O) 
         width_in=width_in+WIDTH_STEP; 
     elseif(Z_O_estimate < Z_O) 
         width_in=width_in-WIDTH_STEP; 
     end 





















syms k r; 
  
eqn= k == ((sqrt(r))-1)/((sqrt(r))+1); 
  





























     condition_test=true; 
else      
     condition_test=false; 





























EVEN_DEN = (r/(1-r))*log(1/r); 











ODD_DEN = (r/(1-r))*log(1/r); 






ZO_e_num = 188.3/sqrt(E_R); 
ZO_e_den =( k/(1-r))+ EVEN_DEN; 
ZO_e= ZO_e_num/ZO_e_den; 
  
ZO_o_num = 188.3/sqrt(E_R); 











































if(COND_1_VAL >= 0.35) 
    COND_1=true; 
else 






if(COND_2_VAL >= 0.35) 
    COND_2=true; 
else 







if(COND_1 && COND_2) 
%     K_MAX_APPROXIMATED=((rho_max)-1)/((rho_max)+1);%___USE_CURRENT_SOLUTION 
    K_MAX_APPROXIMATED =(ZO_e-ZO_o)/(ZO_e+ZO_o); 
else 



















syms k ; 
k_prime = sqrt(1-(k^2)); 
ZO_e = (188.3/sqrt(E_R)) * (ellipke(k_prime)/ellipke(k)); 



















syms c_profile  r; 
  









function [Z_L_EVEN,Z_L_ODD] =LAPLACE_DIMENSION_SOLVER_ELECTRO(TRACE_WIDTH_IN 









































% axis equal; 












applyBoundaryCondition(emmodel,'dirichlet','Edge',([1 2 3 
4]),'r',0,'h',1);%__Boundary_for_outer_conductor  
  




applyBoundaryCondition(emmodel,'dirichlet','Edge',([9 10 11 
12]),'r',1,'h',1);%__Boundary_for_lower_conductor 
  
results_even_electro = solvepde(emmodel); 
  
  
% u_even_electro = results_even_electro.NodalSolution; 
% figure(3); 
% pdeplot(emmodel,'XYData',u_even_electro); 








applyBoundaryCondition(emmodel,'dirichlet','Edge',([1 2 3 
4]),'r',0,'h',1);%__Boundary_for_outer_conductor  
  
applyBoundaryCondition(emmodel,'dirichlet','Edge',([5 6 7 
8]),'r',1,'h',1);%__Boundary_for_upper_conductor 
  
applyBoundaryCondition(emmodel,'dirichlet','Edge',([9 10 11 12]),'r',-
1,'h',1);%__Boundary_for_lower_conductor 
  
results_odd_electro = solvepde(emmodel); 
  
























x_mesh = linspace(-solve_length,solve_length,xpoints); 
y_mesh = linspace(-(b/2),(b/2),ypoints); 
  
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x_mesh,y_mesh); 































































 for y =1:M 
     for x =1:N 
        grad_even(y,x)=((u_even_append(y,x)-
u_even_append(y+1,x+1))).^2+((u_even_append(y+1,x)-u_even_append(y,x+1))).^2; 






















































































 for y =1:M 
     for x =1:N 
        grad_odd(y,x)=((u_odd_append(y,x)-
u_odd_append(y+1,x+1))).^2+((u_odd_append(y+1,x)-u_odd_append(y,x+1))).^2; 





























  case 0 
% ========================================================================= 
% RETURN_THE_NUMBER_OF_EDGES  
% ========================================================================= 
      x=12;  %___________________________ twelve_edge_segments_in_a_section 
  return 
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------   











      OUTER_COND = [(-b/2),(-solve_length),(b/2),(solve_length); % start 
parameter values 
  
                    (b/2),(solve_length),(-b/2),(-solve_length); % end 
parameter values 
  
                    0,0,0,0; % region label to left 
  
                    1,1,1,1]; % region label to right 
                
     UPPER_COND =    [(s/2),(-
TRACE_WIDTH/2),((s/2)+TRACE_THICKNESS),(TRACE_WIDTH/2); % start parameter 
values 
  
                    ((s/2)+TRACE_THICKNESS),(TRACE_WIDTH/2),(s/2),(-
TRACE_WIDTH/2); % end parameter values 
  
                    1,1,1,1; % region label to left 
  
                   0,0,0,0]; % region label to right  
                
     LOWER_COND =    [ (-(s/2)-TRACE_THICKNESS),(-TRACE_WIDTH/2),(-
s/2),(TRACE_WIDTH/2); % start parameter values 
  
                    (-s/2),(TRACE_WIDTH/2),((-s/2)-TRACE_THICKNESS),(-
TRACE_WIDTH/2); % end parameter values 
  
                    1,1,1,1; % region label to left 
  
                   0,0,0,0]; % region label to right  
                
     STRUCTURE=[ OUTER_COND,UPPER_COND, LOWER_COND ];  
      
    x = STRUCTURE(:,bs);         
   return 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 case 2 
% ========================================================================= 
% RETURN_X_Y_COORDINATES  
% ========================================================================= 
  
 x = zeros(size(t));  
 y = zeros(size(t));  
 if numel(bs) == 1 % Does bs need scalar expansion? 













 cbs = find (bs == 1); %_____________________________________________EDGE_1  
 y(cbs) = t(cbs); 
 x(cbs) =(-solve_length)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==2); %________________________________________________EDGE_2 
 x(cbs) = (t(cbs)); 
 y(cbs) = (+b/2)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==3); %________________________________________________EDGE_3  
 y(cbs) =(t(cbs)); 
 x(cbs) = (solve_length)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==4); %________________________________________________EDGE_4  
 x(cbs) =(t(cbs)); 






% UPPER_CONDUCTOR_SPECIFICATION  
% ========================================================================= 
  
 cbs = find (bs == 5); %_____________________________________________EDGE_5  
 y(cbs) = t(cbs); 
 x(cbs) =(-(TRACE_WIDTH+TRACE_OFFSET)/2)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==6); %________________________________________________EDGE_6 
 x(cbs) = (t(cbs)-(TRACE_OFFSET/2)); 
 y(cbs) = ((s/2)+TRACE_THICKNESS)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==7); %________________________________________________EDGE_7  
 y(cbs) =(t(cbs)); 
 x(cbs) = ((TRACE_WIDTH-TRACE_OFFSET)/2)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs ==8); %________________________________________________EDGE_8  
 x(cbs) =(t(cbs)-(TRACE_OFFSET/2)); 







% LOWER_CONDUCTOR_SPECIFICATION  
% ========================================================================= 
  
cbs = find (bs == 9); %______________________________________________EDGE_9  
 y(cbs) = t(cbs); 





cbs = find(bs == 10); %_____________________________________________EDGE_10 
 x(cbs) = (t(cbs)+(TRACE_OFFSET/2)); 
 y(cbs) = (-s/2)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs == 11); %_____________________________________________EDGE_11  
 y(cbs) =(t(cbs)); 
 x(cbs) = ((TRACE_WIDTH+TRACE_OFFSET)/2)*ones(size(cbs)); 
  
cbs = find(bs == 12); %_____________________________________________EDGE_12  
 x(cbs) =(t(cbs)+(TRACE_OFFSET/2)); 
 y(cbs) = (-s/2-TRACE_THICKNESS)*ones(size(cbs)); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
 end    
     
end   
  
    
  
end   
       






















LOOK_UP_TABLE= [LOOK_UP_TABLE ;APPEND_TABLE]; 
  









function [k_estimate_vector,Z_estimate_vector, TRACE_WIDTH_VECTOR 
,TRACE_OFFSET_VECTOR ] = COUPLER_DIMENSION_LOOK_UP( k_profile ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_GENERATES_THE_COUPLER_DIMENSIONS 
  
global   MATCHED_LOOK_UP 







     
[~,find_index(n)]=(min(abs((MATCHED_LOOK_UP.k)-k_profile(n))));     
 k_estimate_vector(n)=MATCHED_LOOK_UP.k(find_index(n));    
 Z_estimate_vector(n)=MATCHED_LOOK_UP.Z(find_index(n));  




















y = [0 0]; 









function [  ] = EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZER_SPLINE( ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_PERFORMS_EXACTLY_DETERMINED_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATION 
  
global DELTA    HALF_ITER_MAX     ITER_COUNT_SPLINE     
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE    N_PARAMS_SPLINE; 
































INCREMENTED_PARAMETER=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE  ; 
INCREMENTED_PARAMETER = repmat(INCREMENTED_PARAMETER,N_PARAMS_SPLINE,1); 
  
for j =1:(N_PARAMS_SPLINE)%_______________MATRIX_FOR_INCREMENTED_PARAMETERS 
   INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,j)= 









for j =1:(N_PARAMS_SPLINE)%_____ERROR_CHANGE_CALCULATIONS_FOR_ALL_EXTREMUMS 
  
 DELTA_PARAMETER_CHANGE= INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,:);   
 [EXTREMUM_NEW(j,:),~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
DELTA_PARAMETER_CHANGE,0); 















































del_p = (pinv(LHS_KNOWN))*RHS_KNOWN; 
del_p=del_p(1:end-1);%___________________________________REMOVE_DUMMY_VALUE 

























  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
    
  else   
  % ======================================================================= 
  % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
  % ======================================================================= 
    HALVING_COUNT=HALF_ITER_MAX ;%_______________REGISTER_FOR_HALVING_COUNT 
    PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE= 
PARAMETER_CURRENT_BACKUP_SPLINE;%__RELOAD_PREVIOUS_PARAMETERS 
          % =============================================================== 
          % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
          % =============================================================== 
          while (HALVING_COUNT ~= 0)%___________EXIT_IF_MAX_ITERATIONS_DONE 
                    HALVING_COUNT=HALVING_COUNT-1 ;%_____DECREMENT_REGISTER 
                    del_p=(1/2)*del_p; 
                    TEMP_PARAMETERS=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE+del_p; 
                                         
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE,0); 
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED,~]  =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
TEMP_PARAMETERS,0); 
                               if((RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED+HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE) <= 
RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT)%_____EXIT_WHILE_LOOP_IF_ERROR_IMPROVED 
                                   
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE+del_p;%_________UPDATE_PARA
METER_IF_ERROR_IMPROVED 
                                    break               
                               end 
                    
OPTIMIZER_SPLINE();%_________CALL_OPTIMIZER_TO_FURTHER_REFINE 
          end  
end 






















global   N_SEC  N_QW_LEN   K_MAX  










u_index = double(ones(N_QW_LEN,N_SEC)); 
for n =1:(N_QW_LEN) 








U_INDEX = u_index(1,(1:(N_SEC-1)));%_START_INDEX 
for n =2:(N_QW_LEN-1) 
U_INDEX_TEMP= u_index((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   
U_INDEX = horzcat(U_INDEX,U_INDEX_TEMP); 
end 




























PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT_ALL = linspace(0,N_QW_LEN,(N_PARAMS_SPLINE+2)); 
PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT=PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT_ALL; 








     K_INTERPOLATED_FULL = 
spline(KNOWN_PARAMETER_INDEX,SYMMETRIC_PARAMETER_SPLINE,U_INDEX_COMPLETE); 
else 

















global N_PARAMS_SPLINE  RIPPLE_OPTIM     ITER_MAX_SPLINE    ITER_COUNT_SPLINE     
N_QW_LEN   
global PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE     SPLINE_INITIAL_PARAMS   
INITIAL_ITERATION_SPLINE     SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE    










         PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE=SPLINE_INITIAL_PARAMS; 


































if(ITER_COUNT_SPLINE >= ITER_MAX_SPLINE 
)%___EXIT_OPTIMIZATION_IF_MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS_DONE 
  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------% 
  SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE='SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_MAXED_ITERATION'; 
elseif (RIPPLE_MAX <= RIPPLE_OPTIM 
)%END_OPTIMIZATION_IF_ERROR_BELOW_TOLERANCE 
  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
  SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE='SPLINE_OPTIMIZATION_MET_CONDITIONS'; 
elseif (RIPPLE_MAX >= RIPPLE_OPTIM)%________________________NOT_OPTIMIZED 
       
% ========================================================================= 
% DECIDE_THE_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATION 
% =========================================================================       
             
            if (m == 
(N_PARAMS_SPLINE+1))%_________EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZATION 
EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZER_SPLINE( ) ;    
            else%__________________________________RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZATION 
RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZER_SPLINE( ) ;    






 close all;%________________________________________CLOSES_ALL_OPEN_FIGURES 
  
 [~,~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE,1); 
 K_SPLINE_OPTIMIZED  = K_SPLINE_TO_NUMERIC_CONVERTER(PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE 
); 








function [ ] = RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZER_SPLINE(  ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_PERFORMS_RECTANGULAR_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATIONS 
  
global DELTA    HALF_ITER_MAX     ITER_COUNT_SPLINE     
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE    N_PARAMS_SPLINE; 




























INCREMENTED_PARAMETER=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE  ; 
INCREMENTED_PARAMETER = repmat(INCREMENTED_PARAMETER,N_PARAMS_SPLINE,1); 
  
for j =1:(N_PARAMS_SPLINE)%_______________MATRIX_FOR_INCREMENTED_PARAMETERS 
   INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,j)= 














 DELTA_PARAMETER_CHANGE= INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,:);   
 [EXTREMUM_NEW(j,:),~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
DELTA_PARAMETER_CHANGE,0); 
































del_p = pinv(D)*DESIRED_ERROR_CHANGE ; 
  



















% del_p = lsqlin(D,DESIRED_ERROR_CHANGE,[],[],[],[],[],[]); 
  
% del_p = lsqlin(D,DESIRED_ERROR_CHANGE,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,[]); 
  






















  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
    
  else   
  % ======================================================================= 
  % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
  % ======================================================================= 
    HALVING_COUNT=HALF_ITER_MAX ;%_______________REGISTER_FOR_HALVING_COUNT 
    PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE= 
PARAMETER_CURRENT_BACKUP_SPLINE;%__RELOAD_PREVIOUS_PARAMETERS 
          % =============================================================== 
          % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
          % =============================================================== 
          while (HALVING_COUNT ~= 0)%___________EXIT_IF_MAX_ITERATIONS_DONE 
                    HALVING_COUNT=HALVING_COUNT-1 ;%_____DECREMENT_REGISTER 
                    del_p=(1/2)*del_p; 
                    TEMP_PARAMETERS=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE+del_p; 
                                         
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE,0); 
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED,~]  =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_SPLINE( 
TEMP_PARAMETERS,0); 
                               if((RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED+HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE) <= 
RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT)%_____EXIT_WHILE_LOOP_IF_ERROR_IMPROVED 
                                   
PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE=PARAMETER_CURRENT_SPLINE+del_p;%_________UPDATE_PARA
METER_IF_ERROR_IMPROVED 
                                    break               




                    
OPTIMIZER_SPLINE_JUMPER();%_________CALL_OPTIMIZER_TO_FURTHER_REFINE 
          end  
end 


















global F_MIN    F_MAX    N_F    V_PROP     N_SEC     N_QW_LEN      K_MAX    
F_CENTER    P_NOMINAL   
global  N_PARAMS_SPLINE    INTERPOLANT_MODE     ITER_COUNT_SPLINE     











u_index = double(ones(N_QW_LEN,N_SEC)); 
for n =1:(N_QW_LEN) 








U_INDEX = u_index(1,(1:(N_SEC-1)));%_START_INDEX 
for n =2:(N_QW_LEN-1) 
U_INDEX_TEMP= u_index((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   
U_INDEX = horzcat(U_INDEX,U_INDEX_TEMP); 
end 




























PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT_ALL = linspace(0,N_QW_LEN,(N_PARAMS_SPLINE+2)); 
PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT=PARAM_INDEX_RIGHT_ALL; 








     K_INTERPOLATED_FULL = 
spline(KNOWN_PARAMETER_INDEX,SYMMETRIC_PARAMETER_SPLINE,U_INDEX_COMPLETE); 
else 



























*************CHECK THIS PROBLEM 
beta = W_EVAL/V_PROP;%_____________PROPAGATION_CONSTANT_OF_THE_GIVEN_MEDIUM 











rho = (ones(1,N_S)); 
sigma = (ones(1,N_S)); 
pie = (ones(1,N_S)); 
k_p = (ones(1,N_S)); 




















SINE = (sin(theta));%___________________SINUSOIDAL_FUNCTION_PRE_CALCULATION 
SINE_SQUARED =(SINE.^2);%________________SINUSOIDAL_SQUARED_PRE_CALCULATION 
  
for s =1:N_S  
  k_p(s) = 1/(sqrt(1-(k(s).^2)));%___________________PREMULTIPLIED_FACTOR_1 












 for s =2:N_S  
    rho(s) = rho(s-1) -((2*SINE_SQUARED(n)).*( rho(s-1) + ((k_p(s)).*sigma(s-
1)) - ((k_k(s)).*(pie(s-1))))) ; 
    sigma(s) = (sigma(s-1)) + ((k_p(s)).*(rho(s) + rho(s-1))); 






















title(['' num2str(N_QW_LEN) ' -QW-LENGTH SPLINE: "' 
num2str(ITER_COUNT_SPLINE) '" OF "' num2str(ITER_MAX_SPLINE) '" 
ITERATIONS']); 






y = [0 0]; 


















y = [0 0]; 










[ ~ ,LOCS_MAXIMA] = findpeaks(error_curve ); 
[~ ] = -findpeaks(-error_curve); 






































 ripple_deviation =abs(EXTREMUM); 








function [ ] = SPLINE_INITIAL_PARAMETER_GENERATOR(  ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_GENERATES_INITIAL_PARAMETERS_FOR_SPLINE_OPTIMIZATIONS 
  













u_index = double(ones(N_QW_LEN,N_SEC)); 
for n =1:(N_QW_LEN) 









U_INDEX = u_index(1,(1:(N_SEC-1)));%_START_INDEX 
for n =2:(N_QW_LEN-1) 
U_INDEX_TEMP= u_index((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   
U_INDEX = horzcat(U_INDEX,U_INDEX_TEMP); 
end 































function [  ] = EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZER( OMEGA_INDEX,  D_AVG , m , 
EXTREMUM ,k_std_form ,SIGMA ,P_BAR) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_PERFORMS_EXACTLY_DETERMINED_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATION 
  
global DELTA    HALF_ITER_MAX ITER_COUNT PARAMETER_CURRENT N_PARAMS; 
global  STD_PARAMETER_MIN_BOUND  STD_PARAMETER_MAX_BOUND  HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE 
  






























INCREMENTED_PARAMETER=PARAMETER_CURRENT  ; 









for j =1:(N_PARAMS)%______________________MATRIX_FOR_INCREMENTED_PARAMETERS 
   INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,j)= 
INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,j)+DELTA_parameter(1,j);   
end 
  
for j =1:(N_PARAMS)%__________ERROR_CHANGE_CALCULATIONS_FOR_ALL_EXTREMUMS 
  
 DELTA_FUNCTION= subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,:));   
 [EXTREMUM_NEW(j,:),~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( DELTA_FUNCTION); 














































del_p = (pinv(LHS_KNOWN))*RHS_KNOWN; 
del_p=del_p(1:end-1);%___________________________________REMOVE_DUMMY_VALUE 























  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
    
  else   
  % ======================================================================= 
  % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
  % ======================================================================= 
    HALVING_COUNT=HALF_ITER_MAX ;%_______________REGISTER_FOR_HALVING_COUNT 
    PARAMETER_CURRENT= PARAMETER_CURRENT_BACKUP;%__RELOAD_PREVIOUS_PARAMETERS 
          % =============================================================== 
          % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
          % =============================================================== 
          while (HALVING_COUNT ~= 0)%___________EXIT_IF_MAX_ITERATIONS_DONE 
                    HALVING_COUNT=HALVING_COUNT-1 ;%_____DECREMENT_REGISTER 
                    del_p=(1/2)*del_p; 
                    TEMP_PARAMETERS=PARAMETER_CURRENT+del_p; 
                    k_std_form_substituted= 
subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,PARAMETER_CURRENT);  
                    k_std_form_substituted_half= 
subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,TEMP_PARAMETERS); 
                     
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT,~] 
=SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted); 
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED,~] 
=SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted_half); 





                                   
PARAMETER_CURRENT=PARAMETER_CURRENT+del_p;%_____UPDATE_PARAMETER_IF_ERROR_IMP
ROVED 
                                    break               
                               end 
          end  
end 















function [ K_NUMERICAL ] = K_STANDARD_TO_NUMERIC_CONVERTER( 
k_std_form_substituted ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_COMPUTES_POWER_COUPLING_RESPONSE_FOR_A_GIVEN_K(U)_PROFILE 










u_index = ones(N_PARAMS,N_SEC); 
for n =1:(N_PARAMS) 







 k_eval_piece_double = ones(N_PARAMS,N_SEC); 














U_INDEX = u_index(1,(1:(N_SEC-1)));%_START_INDEX 
for n =2:(N_PARAMS-1) 
U_INDEX_TEMP= u_index((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   
U_INDEX = horzcat(U_INDEX,U_INDEX_TEMP); 
end 







for n =2:(N_PARAMS-1) 
K_NUMERICAL_TEMP= k_eval_piece_double((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   























global N_PARAMS P_NOMINAL   RIPPLE_OPTIM    ITER_MAX    ITER_COUNT   N_QW_LEN 
; 










        P_BAR_EVAL_INITIAL = ones([1 N_PARAMS]); 
        for n =1:(N_PARAMS) 
           P_BAR_EVAL_INITIAL(n) =(P_NOMINAL*((log(10))/20)); 




        k_std_form_substituted= subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,P_BAR_EVAL_INITIAL); 
        PARAMETER_CURRENT=P_BAR_EVAL_INITIAL; 
        INITIAL_ITERATION='FALSE';%___SET_INITIAL_ITERATION_TO_FALSE 
else 
  

























if(ITER_COUNT >= ITER_MAX )%___EXIT_OPTIMIZATION_IF_MAXIMUM_ITERATIONS_DONE 
  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------% 
  STD_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE='STD_OPTIMIZATION_MAXED_ITERATION'; 
elseif (RIPPLE_MAX <= RIPPLE_OPTIM 
)%END_OPTIMIZATION_IF_ERROR_BELOW_TOLERANCE 
  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
  STD_OPTIMIZATION_COMPLETE='STD_OPTIMIZATION_MET_CONDITIONS'; 
elseif (RIPPLE_MAX >= RIPPLE_OPTIM)%________________________NOT_OPTIMIZED 
       
% ========================================================================= 
% DECIDE_THE_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATION 
% =========================================================================       
             
            if (m == (N_PARAMS+1))%_________EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZATION 
EXCATLY_DETERMINED_OPTIMIZER( OMEGA_INDEX,  D_AVG , m , EXTREMUM ,k_std_form 
,SIGMA ,P_BAR) ;    
            else%__________________________________RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZATION 
RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZER( OMEGA_INDEX,  D_AVG , m , EXTREMUM ,k_std_form ,SIGMA 
,P_BAR) ;    








 close all;%________________________________________CLOSES_ALL_OPEN_FIGURES 
 k_std_form_substituted=subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,PARAMETER_CURRENT); 
 [~,~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted); 
 K_STD_OPTIMIZED  = K_STANDARD_TO_NUMERIC_CONVERTER( k_std_form_substituted 
); 





function [ ] = RECTANGULAR_OPTIMIZER( OMEGA_INDEX,  D_AVG , m , EXTREMUM 
,k_std_form ,SIGMA ,P_BAR ) 
%THIS_FUNCTION_PERFORMS_UNDER_DETERMINED_MODE_OF_OPTIMIZATION 
global DELTA  K_MAX  HALF_ITER_MAX ITER_COUNT PARAMETER_CURRENT N_PARAMS; 
global  STD_PARAMETER_MIN_BOUND  STD_PARAMETER_MAX_BOUND  HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE 






















EXTREMUM_CURRENT = repmat(EXTREMUM_CURRENT,1,N_PARAMS); 







INCREMENTED_PARAMETER=PARAMETER_CURRENT  ; 










   INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,j)= 







for j =1:(N_PARAMS)%__________ERROR_CHANGE_CALCULATIONS_FOR_ALL_EXTREMUMS 
  
 DELTA_FUNCTION= subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,INCREMENTED_PARAMETER(j,:));   
 [EXTREMUM_NEW(j,:),~,~,~,~,~] =SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( DELTA_FUNCTION); 































del_p = pinv(D)*DESIRED_ERROR_CHANGE ; 
  


























  %-------------DO-NOTHING------------------------------------------------%   
    
  else   
  % ======================================================================= 
  % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
  % ======================================================================= 
    HALVING_COUNT=HALF_ITER_MAX ;%_______________REGISTER_FOR_HALVING_COUNT 
    PARAMETER_CURRENT= PARAMETER_CURRENT_BACKUP;%__RELOAD_PREVIOUS_PARAMETERS 
          % =============================================================== 
          % DECREMENT_AND_CHECK_FOR_ERROR 
          % =============================================================== 
          while (HALVING_COUNT ~= 0)%___________EXIT_IF_MAX_ITERATIONS_DONE 
                    HALVING_COUNT=HALVING_COUNT-1 ;%_____DECREMENT_REGISTER 
                    del_p=(1/2)*del_p; 
                    TEMP_PARAMETERS=PARAMETER_CURRENT+del_p; 
                    k_std_form_substituted= 
subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,PARAMETER_CURRENT);  
                    k_std_form_substituted_half= 
subs(k_std_form,P_BAR,TEMP_PARAMETERS); 
                     
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT,~] 
=SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted); 
                    [~,~,~,~,RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED,~] 
=SPECTRUM_ANALYZER_STANDARD( k_std_form_substituted_half); 
                               if((RIPPLE_MAX_HALVED+HALF_ITER_TOLERANCE) <= 
RIPPLE_MAX_DEFAULT)%_____EXIT_WHILE_LOOP_IF_ERROR_IMPROVED 
                                   
PARAMETER_CURRENT=PARAMETER_CURRENT+del_p;%_____UPDATE_PARAMETER_IF_ERROR_IMP
ROVED 
                                    break               
                               end 
          end  
end 





















global F_MIN   F_MAX   N_F   V_PROP    N_SEC    N_QW_LEN    F_CENTER   













u_index = double(ones(N_QW_LEN,N_SEC)); 
for n =1:(N_QW_LEN) 







 k_eval_piece_double = double(ones(N_QW_LEN,N_SEC)); 










U_INDEX = u_index(1,(1:(N_SEC-1)));%_START_INDEX 
for n =2:(N_QW_LEN-1) 
U_INDEX_TEMP= u_index((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   
U_INDEX = horzcat(U_INDEX,U_INDEX_TEMP); 
end 










for n =2:(N_QW_LEN-1) 
K_NUMERICAL_TEMP= k_eval_piece_double((n),(1:(N_SEC-1)));   































*************CHECK THIS PROBLEM 
beta = W_EVAL/V_PROP;%_____________PROPAGATION_CONSTANT_OF_THE_GIVEN_MEDIUM 











rho = (ones(1,N_S)); 
sigma = (ones(1,N_S)); 
pie = (ones(1,N_S)); 
























SINE = (sin(theta));%___________________SINUSOIDAL_FUNCTION_PRE_CALCULATION 
SINE_SQUARED =(SINE.^2);%________________SINUSOIDAL_SQUARED_PRE_CALCULATION 
  
for s =1:N_S  
  k_p(s) = 1/(sqrt(1-(k(s).^2)));%___________________PREMULTIPLIED_FACTOR_1 









 for s =2:N_S  
    rho(s) = rho(s-1) -((2*SINE_SQUARED(n)).*( rho(s-1) + ((k_p(s)).*sigma(s-
1)) - ((k_k(s)).*(pie(s-1))))) ; 
    sigma(s) = (sigma(s-1)) + ((k_p(s)).*(rho(s) + rho(s-1))); 





















title(['ERROR CURVE STANDARD: "' num2str(ITER_COUNT) '" OF "' 
num2str(ITER_MAX) '" ITERATIONS']); 







y = [0 0]; 










[ ~ ,LOCS_MAXIMA] = findpeaks(error_curve ); 
[~ ] = -findpeaks(-error_curve); 









































 ripple_deviation =abs(EXTREMUM); 









global N_PARAMS ; 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%% ======EVALUATE_PIECEWISE_INTEGRAL_FUNCTION ============================% 
  
syms u x ; 
assume( u >=0); 
P_BAR = sym('P_BAR',[1 N_PARAMS]);%_______TUNING_PARAMETERS_SYMBOLIC_MATRIX 





















fun = sym('fun',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
function_of_u = sym('function_of_u',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
  













Z_O_1 = sym('Z_O_1',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
Z_O = sym('Z_O',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
Z_O_SQUARED = sym('Z_O_SQUARED',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
  




for v =1:(N_PARAMS) 
 Z_O(v) =exp(Z_O_1(v));   







K = sym('K',[1 N_PARAMS]); 
  
for v =1:(N_PARAMS) 






% P_BAR_EVAL=[-0.91826 -0.98728 -1.09078 -1.25054 -1.47631 -1.37331]; 
%  k_std_form_substituted= subs(K,P_BAR,P_BAR_EVAL); 
%  fplot((k_std_form_substituted),[-2 7]); 




































elseif((k_estimate < k_target) && (Z_O_estimate > 
Z_O))%___________________IF_K_ESTIMATE_IS_LESS_THAN_TARGET_BUT_Z_O_ESTIMATE_I
S_GREATER 
     
     %conditional_actions_2  
     
elseif((k_estimate > k_target) && (Z_O_estimate < 
Z_O))%___________________IF_K_ESTIMATE_IS_GREATER_THAN_TARGET_BUT_Z_O_ESTIMAT
E_IS_LESSER 
     %conditional_actions_3  
     
     
elseif((k_estimate > k_target) && (Z_O_estimate > 
Z_O))%___________________IF_K_ESTIMATE_AND_Z_O_ESTIMATE_IS_GREATER_THAN_TARGE
T 










































EVEN_DEN = (r/(1-r))*log(1/r); 








ODD_DEN = (r/(1-r))*log(1/r); 






ZO_e_num = 188.3/sqrt(E_R); 
ZO_e_den =( k/(1-r))+ EVEN_DEN; 
ZO_e= ZO_e_num/ZO_e_den; 
  
ZO_o_num = 188.3/sqrt(E_R); 





































8.2 Matlab code for estimating the power handling capability of a silicon shunt diode for 
a given intrinsic region thickness, applied negative bias and duty cycle. 
 
%% ======PIN_DIODE_REVERSE BIAS_VOLTAGE_CALCULATOR========================% 
  
% ========================================================================= 














global F_MHz   D  W_mil   
  




m=3;%_____________________________________________________duty cycle values 
  










W_micron=80;%_________________________________Intrinsic region width in um 
  
W_mil=W_micron*5/127;%_______________________Intrinsic region width in mils 
  
n=1000;  %_______________________________________________calculation points 
  
P=linspace(0,300,n); %________________________________power range in watts 
  
dBm=10*log10(P)+30;%___________________________________________power in dBm 
  








     
D_C= D(l);     
  
for k =1:n 
     
a= (0.056*V_rf(k)*sqrt(D_C))/W_mil; 
  
b= 1+sqrt(1+ (a.^2)); 
  













title("MINIMUM REVERSE BIAS FOR 200us PULSE PERIOD (HIGH ALTITUDE 
APPLICATIONS)"); 
xlabel("PULSED POWER IN WATTS"); 
ylabel(" MINIMUM REVERSE BIAS VOLTAGE IN VOLTS"); 
  
hold on; 










   
 
 
 
 
 
